STATE OF ILLINOIS
CMS BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS FOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF MINES AND MINERALS
IN THE 1'.L--\TIER OF THE .,-\PPLIC-\TION OF )
)
WOOLSEY OPER.,-\TING CO1'fP.ANY, LLC

HVHHF-000001

OATH
I hereby swear, or affirm, d1at d1e testimony I will give at the Public Heating in the matter of
the application of Woolsey Operating Company, ID_ R Number HVHHF-000001 is truthful
and is d1e truth with respect to those matters I testify to as of the time of my testimony. l\fy
testimony is voluntary and has not been obtained by promise, coercion, threat or force from
any person or entity.
I ackno"\vledge that knowingly false testimony may subject me to a charge of Perju1y pursuant
to Section 32-2 of d1e Criminal Code of 2012 (720 ILCS 5/32-2).

�0

b--�

SUBSCRIBED and S\'V'ORN TO this_.,._____ of�, 2017.

Sign:
Print the following

\VITNESS:
OPEN MEETINGS ACT
You are advised that a \v:itness at a "public meeting" such as this Public Hearing may elect to prevent
video recording of testimony. The choice is for tbe witness or person to make. If you elect to prevent
video recording of your testimony, the Hearing Officer will instruct that non-official video recorders,
including recording made on a smart phone device must be stopped during your testimony.
�

□

My testimony J\.1AY be recorded on video.
My testimony MAY NOT be recorded on video.

Initial:
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
CMS BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS FOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF MINES AND MINERALS
IN THE MA IER OF THE APPLICATION OF
WOOLSEY OPERATING CO:tvfPANY, LLC
T

)
)

HVHHF-000001

OATH
I hereby swear, or affirm, that the testimony I will give at the Public Hearing in the matter of
the application of Woolsey Operating Company, IDNR Number HVHHF-000001 is truthful
and is the truth with respect to those matters I testify to as of the time of my testimony. My
testimony is voluntary and has not been obtained by promise, coercion, threat or force from
any person or entity.
I acknowledge that knowingly false testimony may subject me to a charge of Perjury pursuant
to Section 32-2 of the Criminal Code of 2012 (720 ILCS 5/32-2).
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___ of August, 2017.
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN TO this _____,,o<
'--'--!.!..0-

Sign :
Print the following

Address:

WITNESS:
OPEN MEETINGS ACT
You are advised that a witness at a "public meeting" such as this Public Hearing may elect to prevent
video recording of testimony. The choice is for the witness or person to make. If you elect to prevent
video recording of your testimony, the Hearing Officer will instruct that non-official video recorders,
including recording made on a smart phone device must be stopped during our testimon .
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My testimony MAY be recorded on video.
My testimony MAY NOT be recorded on video.
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
CMS BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS FOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF MINES AND MINERALS
IN THE lvlATTER OF THE .APPLICATION OF
WOOLSEY OPERATING COMPI\NY, LLC

)
)

HVHHF-000001

OATH
I hereby swear, or affirm, that the testimony I will give at the Public Hearing in the matter of
the application of \Xloolsey Operating Company, IDNR wnber HVHHF-000001 is truthful
and is the truth with respect to those matters I testify to as of the time of my testimony. My
testimony is volunta1y and has not been obtained by promise, coercion, threat or force from
any person or enuty.
I acknowledge that knowingly false testimony may subject me to a charge of Perjury pursuant
to Section 32-2 of the Criminal Code of 2012 (720 ILCS 5/3:?.-2).
SUBSCRIBED and SWORJ.� TO this

SJ- ;). - / 1 of August, 2017.

Print the following

Name:
Address

\XIITNESS:
OPEN MEETINGS ACT
You are advised that a witness at a "public meeting" such as this Public Hearing may elect to prevent
video recording of testimony. The choice is for the witness or person to make. If you elect to prevent
video recording of your testimony, the Hearing Officer will instruct that non-official video recorders,
including recording made on a smart phone device must be stopped during rout testimon r.
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Iv!y testimony NIAY be recorded on video.
My testimony MAY NOT be recorded on video.
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Bruce Rauner, Governor
\h}1leA, RosemhaL Direcior

Tilinois Department of Natural Resources
Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management
ffjgh Volume. Horizontal Fracturing Application Notice to Applicant
On May 22, 20 l 7, the Department of Natural Resources, Office of OiJ and Gas Resource Management
received an application from Woolsey Operating Company, LLC, Registration# HVIIHF-00003, 125 N.
Market St., Suite 1000, Wichita, KS 67202, woolscv(a.;woolsevco.com for a permit underthe Hydraulic
Fracturing Regulatory Act. The application bas been assigned a Review# ofHVHHF-000001.
Tbe well to be known as the Woodrow #lH-310408-193 is proposed to be pennitted for the production of
gas, located at Lat: 38.1343680, Lon: -88.3603830, 279' South and 643' West of the NEc SW NE, in
Section 31, Township 4 South, Range 8 East, White County, Illinois.
The Public Comment Period shall start on May 29, 2017, and shall last until close of business on June
27, 2017.

C

Should a request forpublic hearing for the application meutio□ed above be filed, the hearing will be held
at tbe Enfield United Methollist Church Family Life Center, Comer of West Main and South
Jennette St., Enfield, IL 62835. It will start at 11:00 am and continue until 5:00 pm on JuJy S, 2017. lf
additional time is required, it will start at 9:00 am, July 6°', 2017, and continue until completed. The
Hearing Officer currently assigned is:
Daniel P. Schuering
Adnuni.strative La,v Judge
CMS Bureau of Administrative Hearings
704 Stratton Building
40 l South Spring Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
Phone: (217) 557-8088
Fax: (217) 524-0718
Email: Daniel. Schuerirn(q;illiuois. 2:ov
For additiona1 infonnation about the application process, please visit:
https://www. dnr.ill inois. 2:ov/Oi lang.Gasf Pa Qesif Ivdraul icfracturi nQ.asm;
I
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Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
One Natural Resources Way
Springfield, Illinois 62702
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Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management
High Volume Horizontal Hydraulic Fracturing Application Notice
On June 26, 2017, the Department of Natural Resources, Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management (Depa11ment)
received supplemental information for an application from Woolsey Operating Company, LLC, 125 N. Market St.,
Suite 1000, Wichita, KS 67202 and e-mail address: woolsev@woolsyco.com for a pennit under the Hydraulic
Fracturing Regulatory Act. The application has been assigned a review number ofHVHHF-000001.
The well to be known as Woodrow #lH-310408-193 is proposed be permitted for the production of gas, located at
Lat: 38.1343680, Lon -88.3603830, 1990' South amt 1650' W ofNEc ofthe NE/4 of Section 3 I, Township 4
South, Range 8 East, White County, Illinois.
The Public Comment Period shall be extended to the close of business of July 28, 2017. Written comments may be
mailed to the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Attention: Oil and Gas Regulatory Staff, One Natural
Resources Way, Springfield, IL 62702 or submitted electronically through the Departments website at:
DNR.HFPublicComments@illinois.gov

All public comments must include the review number assigned by the Department to the pennit application and be
received by the Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management by 5:00 p.m. on July 28, 2017 to be eligible for
Department consideration during the permit review process.

C

Any person having an interest that is or may be adversely affected, any government agency that is or may be
affected, or the county board of a county to be affected under this proposed pennit may file a written request for a
public hearing on the permit application. The Request shall be served by electronic Mail or certified mail, return
receipt requested, upon the Hearing Officer, the Department, and the applicant.
Should a request for public hearing for the application mentioned above be filed, the hearing will be held at the
Enfield United Methodist Church Family Life Center, Corner of West Main and South Jennette St., Enfield,
IL 62835. It will start at 10:00 am and continue until 5:00 pm on August 2, 2017. If additional time is required, it
will start at 9:00 am, August 3, 2017, and continue until completed. Daniel P. Schuering will preside; the
mailing addresses to file a request will be: Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of Legal Counsel,
Attention HF Hearing Officer, One Natural Resources Way, Springfield, IL 62702 and the Oil and Gas
Regulatory Staff at: Department of Natural Resources, Attention: Oil and Gas Regulatory Staff, One Natural
Resources Way, Springfield, IL 62702 or both can be filed at the following e-mail address:
DNR.HFHearingReguest@illinois.gov. The request must also be filed at the applicant's address mentioned
above. All requests shall contain all of the elements identified in 62 Illinois Administrative Code Section

245.270(a)(3) and must be received by the Department before 5:00 p.m. on the last day of the public comment
period.

Note: Due to the additional information presented to the Department in response to the deficiency letter
dated June 5, 2017, the Public Comment period is being extended and the date of a possible Public Hearing is
being reset to account for the new Public Comment period. All properly submitted Public Comments and
Public Hearing Requests previously submitted to the Department will be retained and considered.
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Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Office of Oil and Oas Resource Management
High Volume Horizontal Hydraulic Fracturing Public Hearing Notice
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COMMENTS OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
ON THE WOOLSEY OPERATING CO., LLC
WOODROW HVHHF PERMIT APPLICATION, AS SUPPLEMENTED
Permit Application HVHHF-000001
The Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC") [additional commenting
organizations] submits the following comments on the High Volume Horizontal
Hydraulic Fracturing ("HVHHF") permit application submitted by the Woolsey
Operating Company, LLC, ("Woolsey") for review by the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources' Office of Oil and Gas Resources Management ("Department")
as supplemented on June 26, 2017
The NRDC is the nation's most effective environmental action group,
combining the power of more than two million members and online activists with
the expertise of more than 500 scientists, lawyers, policy advocates, and other
professionals across the globe ensure the rights of all people to the air, the water,
and the wild. NRDC was founded in 1970 and our staff helped write some of
America's bedrock environmental laws, including the Clean Water Act and the
Clean Air Act, and many of the implementing regulations. Today, our staff- a
force for nature - work out of offices in New York, Washington DC, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Bozeman, Montana and Beijing.
[Other organization descriptions].
INTRODUCTION
This Application presents a critical test case for the Illinois' HVHHF
program, as this is the first application filed pursuant to that new authority. As the
Department well recalls, the lJlinois Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act
("HFRA") resulted from extensive negotiations between environmental
organizations, industry groups, and state agencies. After overwhelmingly passing
the Illinois General Assembly (Senate 52-3, House 108-9), Governor Quinn's
signing statement on June 17, 2013, declared that "The new law enacts the nation's
strongest environmental protections for hydraulic fracturing ... " and makes
"Illinois a national model for transparency, environmental safety and economic
1
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d eve] opment." See https:!/www2. illinois. govlpageslnewsitem. asvx?ReleaseID= I 1278 . The IEPA Director added in this statement that
"This law represents an unprecedented commitment to environmental protection
that will serve as a model for the rest of the country." The Act was clearly
intended to set a very high bar for the Department to meet in implementing the
Act's environmental protections and commitment to public participation. The
Department's handling of this Application will set the benchmark for the
program's foreseeable future and will be instrumental in detennining whether the
program is ultimately successful.
For this reason, we make these comments with a high level of concern due to
the fact that the Woolsey Application is highly generic and deficient in many
particulars required by the HVHHF regulations. Many key legislative policies that
underpin the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act receive no meaningful
consideration in the Application and a significant amount of required information
is simply missing. As these Comments will establish, the Application cannot be
approved as submitted and will need to be fundamentally rewritten and
supplemented in many important areas. Because of the consistent lack of sufficient
detail, the public's ability to comment effectively on the Application is largely
defeated. Accordingly, we believe that meeting the state's standards for
·transparency and effective public participation in the HVHHF program will require
a new round of comment after the Application is amended to address its problems
as laid out in these Comments.
These Comments reference the documents contained in the Woolsey Operating
Company, LLC, Permit Application HVHHF-000001, located at:
https:l/www.dnr.il!i11ois.gov/OilandGas!Pages!Woolsev-Operating-Companv%2c
LLC.aspx. as supplemented in the documents located at:
https:l/www. dnr. iilino is. ,;;ov/Oila11dGas/Par::es/Supplementa!Applicationl11fi:Jrmatio
n.aspx. For the Department's convenience, these Comments are organized as they
appear consecutively in the twenty-seven "Documents" required for HVHHF-10
applications, see hllps://www.dnr.illinois.gov/Oila11dGas/Pages/Documents
permit-App!icatio11-HVHHF-l 0.aspx. All Section references contained in these
Comments are to the regulations in Title 62, ILL. ADM. CODE, Chapter I, Part
245 adopted to implement the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act., 225 ILCS
732, unless the text indicates otherwise.
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COMMENTS
Docwnent 3: Directional Drilling Plan
No. 1: Inconsistent Information
The infonnation submitted in the Directional Drilling Plan §l-35(b)(4);
245 .210(a)(4) states that the vertical depth at which the well will enter the
fonnation that will be stimulated is 5,190'. However_ the scaled cross-section
shows the top of the New Albany Shale at 5,391' MD. It is unclear if the depth
given in the directional drilling plan is measured depth or true vertical depth, and,
if the latter, whether this is the reason for the discrepancy in the depths reported in
the directional drilling plan versus the cross-section. Also, as noted below, it is
unclear exactly which formation will be stimulated, given that the application
refers only to the "Plam1ed Interval of the New Albany Shale to be Completed."
Similarly, the directional drilling plan lists the estimated length of the proposed
horizontal lateral or wellbore as being 4,780', while the cross-section shows the
"Planned Interval of the New Albany Shale to be Completed" as 4,800'.
,. The directional drilling plan lists the angle of any non vertical portion of the
wellbore prior to total target depth/actual final depth as being 0 ° to 90 ° but, two
questions later, the directional drilling plan lists the planned horizontal deviation of
the horizontal lateral or wellbore as being 90.45° .
These discrepancies should be clarified.
Document 4: Underground Freshwater Infonnation
No. 2. Inadequate Determination of Underground Freshwater; No Geological
Survey Data Submitted.
Section 245.210(a)(5) requires that the depth and elevation of the lowest potential
fresh water along the entire length of the proposed well be estimated according to
the most recent publication of the Illinois State Geological Survey of Groundwater
for the location of the well or any other relevant infonnation known to the
applicant. The Application contains no reference to the Illinois State Geological
, Survey or any of its materials. The Application also fails to provide any
explanation for why it fails to cite the Illinois Geological Survey which is clearly
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the preferred manner in the Department's rules for establishing the critical
environmental factor of the lowest potential fresh water The Application should
be amended to state whether the Applicant sought out these materials and the
results of that search.
No. 3. Inadequate Evidence to Establish the Lowest Potential Fresh Water.
The only infonnation in the Application for establishing the lowest potential fresh
water is a diagram displaying what is labelled as "shallow water sources" in the
area of the wellsite. This information appears likely to be based on well drilling
log information, primarily for local water wells and oil wells, but the source is not
stated. The only infonnation provided in the diagram is depth information and no
actual well logs or water analyses are provided that would establish whether the
diagram accurately corresponds to the lowest potential fresh water or whether an
additional aquifer might be present in one or more deeper formations. While the
shallow aquifer indicated on the diagram appears to serve as the regional source of
ground water, that may be primarily due to the fact that it is the easiest aquifer to
access. Accordingly, based on the limited information provided, a clear potential
remains that fresh water could exist in a lower formation. Additional infonnation,
including copies of all well logs represented on the diagram, and all available
water analyses, should be provided to support the Applicant's conclusions and
demonstrate th�t there is not a lower source of fresh water.
Document 5: HVHI-IF Operations Plan
No. 4. Failure to Clearly Identify Formation to be Stimulated.
The Comments on this Document are generally based on the overriding problem
that the Application does not provide a specific model of the wellsite geology and
the role of the various stratigraphic fonnations in that model, with adequate
technical basis to support that model. Such a geologic model is the first step in the
public's understanding of whether the Application is adequate and effective -- but
the Applicant has failed to satisfy this basic need.
The initial problem is that the Document does not clearly identify what the
regulations refers to as the "formation that will be stimulated by the operation,"
Section 245.210(a)(6)(A), or what is described in the Depaiiment's form as the
"producing zone." The Document does not even use either term. Instead, the
Document:
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1) first states that the ''drilling objective" is the New Albany Shale ("NAS'')
consisting of three separate fonnations, the Blocher Shale, the Selmier Shale, and
the Grassy Creek Shale,
2) later refers to "completion" occurring both in the NAS and in one of its
constituents, the Grassy Creek F onnation,
3) in a third iteration, refers to the Grassy Creek as the "objective,"
4) in a fourth iteration, refers to the Grassy Creek as the ''horizontal target
fonnation," and
5) finally provides a fifth description as the NAS being the "reservoir zone."
Further compounding this confusion is the reference to a tenn not identified in the
regulations or the Department forms, ''frac barrier," as pertaining to the Semier
Shale, which is also part of the ''drilling objective," the "NAS."
The Document should use terminology employed in either the regulation or the
Department's forms; as such the well's critical features and the Document must be
amended to clearly identify the "fonnation that will be stimulated" or the
"producing zone."
No. 5. Failure to Clearly Identify the Confining Zone
Similarly, Section 245.210(a)(6) requires the Applicant to specifically identify and
describe the formation or formations that constitute the ··confining zone" for the
proposed well. This document fails to meet this requirement; it does not even use
that term. There is a reference to a term "frac barrier" in relation to the Fort Payne
Limestone and the Selmier Shale without indicating whether this serves the same
role as a "confining zone.'' The application should specifically refer to the
regulatory te1111 "confining zone" and specifically identify which formation(s)
satisfy that requirement and why.
No. 6. Missing Data on the So-Called "Frac Barriers.,.
The "frac barriers" are indicated as having been identified "historically" and as
"the result of microseismic study in the basin." No information, data or
calculations are supplied on either a microseismic study or the "historic" use to
support whether the identification of the "frac barriers" is technically sound. Both
clain1s on which this critical identification is made should be provided in adequate
detail to justify the Applicant's conclusion. At present, the Document contains no
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infonnation whatsoever on which a reliable conclusion as to any confining zone or
"frac barrier" can be drawn and the Application is therefore inadequate and must
be denied. Once the confining zone is specifically identified and infonnation
supporting this conclusion is provided, there should be an additional opportunity
for public comment on this most critical ground water protection feature.

(

No. 7. Missing Identification of a Confining Zone Fracture Pressure
Item (d) in Document 5 provides the unsupported conclusion that the fracture
pressure for the unspecified "confining zone" is 4,000 psi. Previously, two "frac
barriers" were identified but, if one of these "baiTiers" has this fracture pressure, it
is unclear which of the two fonnations (or some other fonnation) has this value.
This fonnation must be specifically identified.
No. 8. Missing Data on Confining Zone Fracture Pressure
No basis is given for the fracture pressure of 4,000 psi on the unspecified confining
formation. The specific test or methodology used to make this determination
should be provided with supporting information sufficiently detailed to support
that result.
No. 9. Complete Confusion over Role of the Selmier Shale.
Completely confounding the idea of a basic geologic model, the Selmier Shale
serves two different and conflicting purposes in the Document. First, it is part of
the NAS, the "drilling objective," while second, it is also a "frac barrier." The
Selmier cannot serve both of these disparate functions and, being part of the
"drilling objective," cannot be relied upon as also confining that zone. The
specific role of the Selmier Shale in the Applicant's geologic model must be stated
with clarity and supporting information for that role provided. As currently
drafted, the Application provides no information specific to the Selmier Shale.

C

No. 10. Fracturing Pressure of the Producing Zone Not Identified.
The fracturing pressure of the "producing zone" is given as 2,875 psi. However, as
stated in a previous co111111ent, the Document does not clearly identify the
"producing zone'' but identifies ''a drilling objective" of the "New Albany Shale"
composed of three separate fomrntions (the Blocher Shale, Selmier Shale, and
Glassy Creek Shale). Obviously, a single number cannot be applied to all three
fonnations in the NAS. The Document must be amended to clearly identify the
fonnation tested to produce the 2,875 psi reading, the methodology or testing
6
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procedure used, and sufficient detail on the data and calcnlation on which this
reading is based.
No. 11. Missing Supporting Data
Even after the Department's Deficiency Letter identified the Applicant's failure to
provide the requisite evidence on fracture fonnation and propagation, the resulting
Supplement nonetheless also fails to provide such evidence. The revised
application contains values for fracture pressure of the producing and confining
zones and various inputs to the calculation used to determine the treating pressures.
However, no infonnation is provided describing the technical basis for these
numbers or how they were determined or derived. The Applicant must provide the
.source of these numbers so that the Department can assess their accuracy and
adequacy. Knowing the source of these numbers and determining if they were
derived correctly is critical to detennining if fractures will propagate through the
confining zones, which in tum is critical to protecting groundwater. It is also
critical in assessing whether well materials can withstand the anticipated fracturing
pressures. Further, no technical basis in the form of references or citations is
provided to support the Applicant's method of calculation.
The revised application incorrectly refers to the value of2875 psi as the ''Frac
Gradient of the NAS/G.C. Fonnation" (emphasis added). A fracture gradient is a
measure of the rate of change of formation fracturing pressure with depth,
commonly expressed in units of psi/ft. The value provided in the application is a
fracture pressure, not a fracture gradient. The Applicant should provide both and,
as noted above, should explain how those values were determined.
No. 12. No Reliable Information on the Potential for Vertical Propagation of
Fractures. One of the most important safety features established in the Hydraulic
Fracturing Regulatory Act is the requirement that the susceptibility for vertical
propagation of fractures in the confining zone and the formations contributing to
that zone, are accurately detennined and stated in the application, Section
245:210(a)(6)(A). The initial Document completely failed to satisfy this safeguard
and the Supplemented Document provides no reliable infonnation in this regard
The initial Document_had only a single, utterly unsupported sentence on the
subject:
"Based on the lithology and gross petrophysics of the under and overlying
units, it is not anticipated that the aforementioned units will be susceptible to
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ve1tical fracture propagation during completion of the NAS, Grassy Creek
Shale Formation."
This sentence articulated no basis for its critical conclusion and therefore, gave no
basis for concluding that the well plans are adequate and effective. The utter
vagueness of the term "gross petrophysics" supplies no weight to this
determination. The applicant provides only a single measure regarding the stress
state of the formation that will be stimulated (the minimum horizontal stress) but
does not provide the values of maximum horizontal stress and vertical stress.
which are necessary to determine whether fractures are expected to open
horizontally or vertically. Contrary to the unsupported statement provided by the
applicant, given the depth of the well, it is highly likely that fractures will be
oriented vertically. In wells deeper than approximately 2000 feet, the maximum
stress is in the vertical direction (overburden stress) and the least stress is in the
horizontal direction. Induced fractures propagate perpendicular to least stress,
meaning that they will be oriented vertically. If lithology is being relied upon for
this fundamental conclusion, then some specific basis for that finding must be
provided. The Application cannot be approved on this illusory and insubstantial
basis.
The revised application appears to address this issue tangentially by stating that,
"Therefore, there will be no resultant contamination upward of surface aquifers or
sources of drinking water (USDWs). To do so would, literally, defy the laws of
physics. From an operations standpoint, it would be an engineering impossibility."
This hyperbolic statement is utterly unsuppmted. The Document does not contain
any analysis of anticipated fracture length, height, or orientation or an analysis of
hydraulic gradient, which would be needed to substantiate this statement.

(

(

In short, there is no reliable evidence on fracture formation and propagation and
nothing on which infonned comment can be premised. Even as supplemented, the
Application cannot be approved as it fails to establish that the HFRA's safeguards
oii ve1iical fracture susceptibility have been reliably satisfied.
No. 13. Missing Data on Geological Fonnations
For all the formations contributing to the production and confining zones, a
specific listing of information is required in Section 245.210(a)(6)(A) including,
but not limited to, "a description of the lithology, extent, thickness, permeability,
porosity, transmissive faults, fractures, water or water source content, and
susceptibility to vertical propagation offi·actures. " No information on extent,
8
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water or water source, is provided for any fonnation and no thickness information
is provided for the three formations constituting the New Albany Shale.

The Department's directions on applying for HVHHF permits include the
instruction that: "If a detail is not known at this time, please respond to that
question with unknown {reason il�formation is not available and when such
iliformation will be available). " See
https://www. dnr. illinois. ,zov/OilandGas/Pa,zes/Application(orPermit(s).aspx . The
Applicant has consistently failed to follow this instruction throughout the
Application, see all the references to ·'Missing Data'' in these Comments. The
Application should be amended to include as much of the required information on
these fonnations as is available with full explanation and supplementation of any
infonnation not supplied.
No, 14. Data on Transmissive Faults Lacking.

f

The potential for transmissive faults contiguous to HVHHF wells is a major public
health and safety concern and is therefore a specific requirement for analysis in
Section 245.210(a)(6)(A). However, no specific infonnation or reliable analysis
on this important feature is provided in the Document. Instead, only the follo,ving
grossly conclusory statement is provided:
��;

"In regard to transmissive faults and large through-going fractures, it
can be stated that according to a 3-D seismic survey collected over the
proposed location/ prospect area, there are none that exist anywhere
near the proposed wellbore, and specifically that part of the well bore
that will be in the reservoir zone, the New Albany Shale (herein
referenced as 'NAS ')."
No infomrntion on the scope, lateral extent, depth or sophistication of this survey is
provided. Accordingly, there is no reason given as to why this purported study should be considered reliable, adequate or effective. The Application thus is
incomplete until full information on this study is incorporated.
Document 7: Chemical Disclosure Plan
No. 15. Existence of Unacknowledged Trade Secrecy Claim; Cronox AK-50.

'--
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The Document explicitly states that no trade secrecy claim will be made in
connection with the chemicals proposed for use in the Application. That assertion
is untrue. The Chemical and Proppant List includes the Corrosion Inhibitor
Cronox AK.-50 and six ofits constituent chemicals supplied by vendor Baker
Hughes. However, Section 3 of the Safety Data Sheet for Cronox AK.-50 on
"Composition/Infonnation on Ingredients'' lists ten constituent chemicals. The
four chemicals in Cronox AK-50 that Applicant fails to identify in its Chemical
and Proppant List are:

(

1) Oxyalkylated alkylphenol (10-20% of total mixture),
2) Fatty acids (5-10% oftotal mixture),
3) Complex alkylaryl polyo-ester (5-10% of total mixture) and
4) Acetylenic alcohol (1-5% ofto.J'.ill mixture).
,}

All four of these constituent chemicals have their Chemical Abstract Service
Number concealed on the Safety Data Sheet for the stated reason of "Trade
Secret."
The CAS numbers for these chemicals should be provided by the Applicant or it
should make an ad·equately. supp01ted trade secrecy claim as required under the
Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act to keep this information concealed.

(

It is further noted that Cronox AK.-50 has multiple hazardous properties including
being flammable, acutely toxic, carcinogenic, an acute and long-tenn aquatic
hazard, and a skin and eye irritant, see Section 2 of the Safety Data Sheet. The
contribution of the concealed chemicals to these serious health and safety issues
are currently unknowable under this incomplete Application.
No. 16. Improper Chemical Disclosure/Existence of Unacknowledged Trade
Secrecy Claim; Plexbreak 134.
As noted in the preceding comment, the Document states that no trade secrecy
claims will be made in connection with the chemicals identified in the Application.
That asse1tion is untrne for a second reason. The Applicant's additive listing in
section (d) of the Department's form lists two separate chemical mixtures in a
single line, i.e., "Plexgel Breaker XPA/Plexbreak 134." Both compounds are from
vendor Chemplex and both evidently serve the same function which is given as
"Slickwater Gel Breaker." The Document fails to address either chemical
consistent with the Act.
JO
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First, the Applicant's Chemical and Proppant List only lists Plexgel Breaker XPA
and provides no Safety Data Sheet for this chemical. If available, the Safety Data
Sheet should be included in the Application.
The Safety Data Sheet for ·'Plexbreak 134" discloses four constituent chemicals.
one of which. Quaternary Ammonium Chloride, has no CAS number listed for the
stated reason "Proprietary," i.e., trade secret. Quaternary Ammonium Chloride is
listed as constituting 5-10% of Plexbreak 134 and is identified as being
"hazardous."
Accordingly, the Application is incomplete as a Safety Data Sheet is necessary for
Plexgel Breaker XPA (if available); Plexbreak 134 must be added to the Chemical
and Proppant List: and, also for Plexbreak 134, either the CAS number for
Quaternary Ammonium Chloride should be provided by the Applicant or the
Applicant should make an adequately supported trade secrecy claim to keep this
info1n1ation concealed as required under the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act.
Document 9: Water Source Mana!lement Plan
No. 16. Failure to Propose Methods to Minimize Water Withdrawals
One of the most important public safeguards of the Hydraulic Fracturing
Regulatory Act is the mandate in Section l-35(b)(I0)(C) that an applicant must
specify in the Application's Water Source Management Plan: "the methods to be
used to minimize water withdrawals as much as feasible.•· This requirement is
can-ied over directly into Section 245.210(a)(I0)(A)(iv). To meet the literal
wording of this statement requires that the Applicant consider a reasonable range
of methods to reduce its water consumption and incorporate those withdrawal
minimization methods and alternatives that are appropriate to its proposed
operation. Not only do the rules specifically require consideration of minimization
alternatives, but an Application should also satisfy the "reasonable use" doctrine of
groundwater use adopted in the Illinois Water Use Act of 1983 at 525 ILCS 45/6
("The rule of "reasonable use" shall apply to groundwater withdrawals in the
State.") that reasonable use does not include water used ·'wastefully," 525 ILCS
45/4.
The Applicant's Water Source Management Plan completely ignores these
requirements. It fails to indicate a reasonable set of methods that it will employ to
minimize groundwater withdrawals and, even worse, fails to indicate that the
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applicant undertook any effort at all to consider minimizing its water use in
designing its operations.
Rather, the Applicant only makes the content-free representation that it is not in its
interest to overuse water. It further states that its water usage is "dictate[ d]'" by
"the design of hydraulic fracturing stages and the chemistry of the fluids used."
What is not addressed is whether the Applicant will use the most water
conservative design and chemicals available or whether there are legitin1ate
technical reasons to use a fluid system that requires more water.
This is a special concern in this Application where the Applicant proposes to
utilize its own water wells and does not have the disincentive of paying on a per
gallon basis or having transportation costs to limit over-consumption. Further
supporting this concern is the fact that the Applicant's proposed operations appear
to be especially wasteful in its proposed water use. The Water Source
Management Plan proposes to use a total of7,500.000 gallons oflocal
groundwater in its treatment operations._ This quantity is a full 50% greater than
what the Department itself considers to be the "most commonly reliable figure" for
a HVHHF of from "4.4 to 5 million gallons per well." See Department's Response
to Comments in adopting its HVHHF rules, p. 62, at
https:llwww.dnr. illinois. ,zov!Oi!m1dGas/Documents/JDNR%20ResDo11se%20Docu
ment.pdf This finding is consistent with Pennsylvania regulators who found the
average horizontal fractured well there uses 4.4 million gallons,
httvs :l/stateimpact. nor.orr;lpe1msvlvania/2013/03112/how-much-water-it-takes-to
(rack-a-wel!/

'·

No justification is given by the Applicant for this exceptionally large water use or
why it should not be deemed wasteful in violation of Illinois' reasonable use
doctrine for groundwater withdrawals. Such exceptionally large water
consumption is particularly significant in White County, as this water will be
removed from three groundwater wells located in fairly shallow regional sand and
gravel aquifers that can be rapidly depleted, especially in drought conditions.
Illinois has already had two serious droughts in the past decade, in 2007 and 2012.
As the Applicant's planned method offlowback management is disposal through
Class II injection wells, see Hydraulic Fluids and Flowback Plan, this remarkably
high quantity of water will be lost pennanently from the hydrologic cycle.
The Applicant's failure to address its minimization duty is further compounded by
its apparent failure to consider use of recycled water for its operation. Its only
consideration of recycled water use is a single sentence in its Water Source
12
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Management Plan that "Bac!efl,ow will not commence until injection in allji·ac
stages has been completed, thus there will be no opportunity for use of recycled
water in the hydraulic ji·acture completion. " However, the applicant gives no
consideration to other potential sources of recycled water, for example treated
produced water from existing oil and gas wells.
Finally, our concern about the inadequacy of Applicant's efforts to minimize water
use is further reinforced by Plan· s only stated "method" for avoiding the wasting of
water, i.e., that it will limit the potential for leakage on-site through the use of
piping rather than trucking and keeping the piping limited in length. This claim is
far too insubstantial to meet the General Assembly's intention for an effective
effort at water minimization; this is a rudin1entary design consideration that is only
being puffed up to masquerade as genuine water conservation efforts. Indeed, if
leak management was seriously intended, there would be a leak prevention and
management plan incorporated into this Plan, but such a well-established method
of water minimization in not even mentioned; the Department should require such
a basic safeguard in every HVHHF operation that it permits.
The only way that the Applicant can satisfy its duty of"reasonable use" of the
state's groundwater and the regulatory requirement to "minimize water
withdrawals as much as feasible'' is to undertake a review of alternatives and to use
the one that utilizes the least water, provided there is no adequately supported
technical reason to use a more wasteful alternative. Nothing in the Document
indicates that such an effort has been undertaken. The Application therefore
cannot be approved because the Applicant has not shown that its efforts at
minimizing water use are adequate and effective.
Because of the failure to address any methods or alternatives to minimize its water
usage, the application must be denied for the failure to meet the requirements for
Water Source Management Plans. If the Plan would be approved on this basis, the
practical result would be to write the minimization requirement of Section l35(b )(l 0( C) of the Act out of the state's statutes and to lose all its intended benefits
for the people of Illinois, especially the farmers of White County.
No. 17. Will There Be a Fourth Well Drilled by the Applicant on Site?
The Applicant's Water Source Management Plan explicitly provides that it w\11
involve three water wells to supply 7,500,000 gallons of water for the base fiuid of
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the hydraulic fracturing operation. However, the Applicant's Water Quality
Monitoring Plan (Document 21) contains the following statement on page 7:

(

The water sources included under this plan include both underground
aquifers (one existing, and three proposed HVHHF ,vater supply wells) and
a swface water body (a stock pond). A fourth potentiallv required water
supplv well mav be drilled. and. if completed. will be included in this
monitoring program. (emphasis added)

Apparently, Applicant does not intend to be bound by its Water Source
Management Plan and reserves discretion to modify it for its own undisclosed
purposes in a manner that might increase its already high levels of water
consumption. However, the clear intent of the Hydraulic Fracturing
Regulatory Act is to make these plans binding. Accordingly, the Department
should require that the reference highlighted above to a possible fourth well
be deleted from the Water Quality Monitoring Plan and the Applicant
expressly limited to the three wells proposed in the Water Source
Management Plan, provided a valid consideration of minimization methods
and alternatives does not reduce that number even further, see previous
comment.
Document 10: Hvdraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback Plan
No. 18. No Infom1ation provided on Fracturing Fluids.
The Applicant's Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback Plan contains barely a
full page of infonnation and either completely neglects or is patently vague on
numerous items ofreqnired infonnation. Equally unacceptable, it contains no
supporting information for the conclusory statements it does make. Specifically,
none of the information required by paragraph (b) of the Department's form
regarding fracturing fluid is provided as the only information stated in the
Applicant's plan is on flowback. Accordingly, the Application is incomplete and
must be returned to the Applicant to provide the paragraph (b) required
infonnation on "injection schedule, flow rate, reuse volume, storage, any treatment
and total volume in detail."
No. 19. Unrealistic Rate ofFlowback Recovery Proposed.
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The Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback Plan states that "It is anticipated
that between 4,000 and 5,000 barrels of flow back will be recovered." The
Application gives no infonnation on how this estimate was calculated. Assuming
the Applicant is using a barrel of42 gallons, the maximum flowback anticipated is
210,000 gallons. or just 2.8% of the 7.500,000 gallons of water utilized in the
hydraulic fracturing operation.
The State of Ohio, which has gained substantial experience in hydraulic fracturing
regulation, has detennined that the average amount offlowback is from 15 to 20%
of the total volume injected, see
http:Iioila11dgas. ohiodnr. eov/portals/oilzas/vdfJEPA-factsheets/DrillineforNatura lGas inthelvfarce llusandUticaShales Environmenta!Regul
atorvBasics.pdf Based on this average, the amount offlowback to be anticipated
from the Woolsey well is from 5 .4 to 7 .1 times greater in quantity than what is
stated in the Application, rendering the Application's unsupported prediction
entirely unrealistic. As the amount offlowback is dramatically underestimated, the
Application's projected flow rate. amount ofstorage capacity and transport needs
are also incorrect. Accordingly, the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback
Plan must be withdrawn and amended with the basis for the final calculations of
flowback rate specifically provided.
No. 20. Missing Information on Flowback FluidsAs to the ±1owback information
in paragraph (c) of the Department's form, ther information provided on the
qualities of the storage tanks remains inadequate, despite the Department's
identifying this lack of detail in the Deficiency Letter. Necessary infonnation
remains lacking on the tanks' pressure rating and how it compares to the
anticipated pressure during flowback, identification of the tanks' liner material,
and the compatibility of that material with the anticipated chemical composition of
the flowback, and procedures governing how the tanks will be inspected for
corrosion.
Further the capacity of the flowback storage tanks is indeterminate for the simple
reason that the Applicant does not commit to any specific number of storage tanks
(in addition to the flow back treatment tank), but states that there will be "up to
five" additional closed storage tanks; clearly the application must commit to a
specific number of storage tanks to give any meaning to the requirement to state
the site's storage capacity.
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Similarly, there is no meaningful information given on the requirement of "the
frequency that the storage tanks will be emptied," as the only information provided
is that the fluid will be hauled "as needed" with no expected frequency given, only
that it will "depend on the flow rate and the size of the trucks available." This
generic, vague, unquantified information is not responsive to the regulatory
requirements. This lack of detail is especially serious in light of the infonnation in
the prior comment that the Applicant's stated flowback rate is grossly
underestimated. This Application's combination of an inaccurate rate of flowback
added to the lack of certainty in the amount and quality of the storage tanks on site
and the lack of any specific c01runitment to regular hauling presents the ingredients
for the type of cascading catastrophe at the wellsite that the Hydraulic Fracturing
Regulatory Act was designed to avoid.

(

No. 21. No Testing Plan for Flowback Water Proposed.
Paragraph (d) of the Division's form requires a description of the Applicant's plan
for testing flowback water. Nothing is supplied in the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids
and Flowback Plan that corresponds to this requirement.
No. 22. Use of Earthen Containment Benns of Undefined Capacity Inadequate for
Safety ofF!owback Storage.

C

The plan states that the flowback storage tanks will be "enclosed by earthen
contaimnent berms which will be of sufficient size to contain all of the possible
flow back fluid temporary storage volume." No infonnation is provided regarding
the engineering properties or layout of these earthen benns. In addition to the
previous concern that the number of such storage tanks is never specified (i.e., the
Plan says only that there will be on initial treatment tank and "up to five"
additional tanks), earthen berms alone are inadequate for site containment and
secondaiy containment must be designed and constructed in accordance with good
engineering practices; constructed, coated or lined with materials that are
chemically compatible with the environment and the substances to be contained;
provide adequate freeboard; and be protected from heavy vehicle or equipment
traffic. Also, the storage capacity should be specified as an amount equal to the
total storage volume plus at least a I 5% additional volume as a safety factor.
Document 11: Wellsite Safetv Plan
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No. 23. No Clarity for NORM Sampling of Undefined "Black Shale"
Section 3 .2.10 of the Wellsite Safety Plan addresses Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material ("NORM"). This section limits the drill cuttings to be tested
for radioactivity to ·'black shale." Although this phrase is used in the regulations.
it is not defined there or in the Safety Plan. nor at any other point in the
Application. Accordingly, what is considered the ·'black shale'' subject to this
testing requirement is unspecified. The Plan should therefore be an1ended to
identify the specific geologic fonnations that the Applicant considers to be "black
shale." in the vicinity of its proposed well, including the formation depth. so the
extent of sampling will be clear.
No. 24. Safety Considerations of the General Public Must Be Addressed.
The Introduction (Section 1.1) of the Safety Plan c01Tectly observes for the
Woolsey Operating Company's HVHHF operations that: "These HVHHF
activities have the potential to result in employee and general public exposure to
potential health and safety hazards:· While the Plan provides useful detail on
safeguards for employees and, to a substantially lesser degree, to visitors at the
wellsite, there is virtually no consideration given to members of the general public
that may be in the site's vicinity. While the well site is located in an area with few
residences, there are nonetheless people residing close enough to the facility to
face potential exposure while other individuals will be driving on the local
roadways and walking or hunting on adjacent properties. No specific
consideration appears to have been given in the Plan to these individuals and
appropriate provision should be made in the Plan for these members of the general
public in the event of releases or other emergencies involving the wellsite.
No. 25. Failure to Identify Counties and Fire Departments Copied on the Plan.
The supplement to this Document provides an unsupported statement on page 2
that the Safety Plan has been submitted to "all" counties and local fire departments
with jurisdiction over the wellsite as required by the .HFRA. The Safety Plan itself
does not identify those local authorities receiving this notice. By failing to identify
the local entities that received the Plan and that the Plan was submitted to them in a
timely fashion, the Application, even as supplemented, fails to demonstrate
compliance with this requirement. This information must be supplied to make the
Application complete and approvable.
No. 26. Failure to State That the Safety Plan Complies with OSHA.
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In its Deficiency Letter, the Department specifically required that the Applicant
certify that the Safety Plan's provisions regarding wellsite workers was OSHA
compliant. Despite this explicit reference to OSHA compliance, the supplemented
language on page 4 of this Document makes no reference to OSHA whatsoever
and states only that the Plan is compliant ··applicable state and federal regulations."
The Applicant should comply with the Department's Deficiency Letter and
specifically state whether its Safety Plan for exposed workers is OSHA compliant.

(

Document 12: Containment Plan
No. 27. Insufficient Detail Provided on Containment of Chemical/Waste Storage.
The Containment Plan is approximately one-half page in length. It states only that
the tanks to be used at the site (no specific number or total capacity of such tanks is
given) will be surrounded by a "dike" of unspecified design except for it being
capable of holding 150% of the total volume of only the single largest tank within
the containment area. It is unclear if the "dike" mentioned here is the same as the
"earthen containment benns" mentioned in the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and
Flowback Plan.
This comment reincorporates the previous comments on the inadequacy of the
"earthen containment benns" and the lack of specificity on the number of storage
tanks that will be present for flowback storage in the Comments on the Hydraulic
Fracturing Fluids and Flowback Plan. It is noted that while this Plan makes the
first mention of Fracturing Fluid storage, there is no information at all on the size,
qualities, or capacity of such tanks as is required in the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids
and Flowback Plan.

(

The Containment Plan is incomplete as it fails to give any specificity on the
contaimnent "dike'' that would enable the public to assess the Plan's adequacy and
effectiveness. As stated above, a properly designed, site-specific containment area
should be utilized with an adequate safety factor for containing the entire storage
capacity within the containment area.
In addition, the Containment Plan is to address the equipment used in the
containment system as well as the containment practices to be employed. Yet, the
Application fails to mention any equipment such as pumps, alarm equipment, or
other standard containment practices.
18
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No. 28. Failure to Specify Compliance for Each Type of Storage Tank.
The Department"s Deficiency Letter found that the Application did not meet
Section 245.825(a) because it did not provide the specific requirements for ·'each
type of tank (hf additives, hf fluids, hft1owback, and producted water)" and certify
''each of these types of tanks as meeting requirements" of that Section. The
Supplement does not satisfy this deficiency as it does not mention the four types of
tanks identified in the Deficiency letter; instead the supplemented Document only
refers to "tanks containing hydraulic fracturing fluid" and "tanks containing
constituent chemicals." thus leaving the other two categories unaddressed. Further,
the supplemented Document only asserts that the tanks storing the "constituent
chemicals" of the fracturing fluid meet state storage tanks requirements and does
not certify the compliance of the other types of tanks identified in the Deficiency
Letter. The Document does not indicate which type of tank the vendor's brochure
on the "steel tank" relates to while the minimal information provided in that one
page brochure gives no indication whether these tanks meet the state's
requirements.
Document 13: Casing and Cementing Plan
No. 29. Missing Information in Casing and Cementing Plan
The casing and cementing plan does not address the requirements labeled (f) in
Docwnent 13, regarding potential for earthquakes. The Application is therefore
incomplete and must be returned to the applicant to address this deficiency.
Moreover, the casing and cementing plan is wholly inadequate to meet Illinois's
regulations. The applicant refers only to the reqnirements at § l-35(b )(14) and fails
completely to address the much more detailed requirements at § 1-70 and describe
how it has considered and met those requirements. That section contains numerous
and detailed requirements for well design and construction and the scant details in
Document 13 provide nowhere near the level of detail necessary to evaluate
whether the applicant's well design fulfils these critical safety standards. The
Application cannot be approved without this crucial inf01mation.
Document 14: Traffic Management Plan
No. 30. Traffic Avoidance of Wabash River.
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One of the most significant traffic features in the vicinity of the Wellsite is the
Wabash River, approximately 10 miles to the east. The Traffic Management Plan
does not consider the River or the need to avoid road tratnc involving hazardous
chemicals or waste in proximity to the Wabash River, a public water supply
source, where a spill could be particularly dangerous. The Plan should be amended
to specifically address the Wabash River so that such traffic can either avoid
crossing it or travelling alongside it. or. if avoiding it is impossible, then specifying
the safest crossing point.

(

Document 16: Public Notice
No. 31. The Public Notice may be in en-or for identifying an unl<.nown entity
called "Les Wilson, Inc." as the "Drilling Contractor." No address or other
identifying infonnation is given to describe this entity, the name of which does not
appear in any other place in the application. It is further noted that the required
conh·actor disclosure in Document 23, the "Contractor Statement," is not "Les
Wilson, Inc.'" but "Basic Energy Services, LP" of Midland, Texas, and Pratt,
Kansas. Further, the Ce1iificate ofinsurance in Document 18 makes no reference
to "Les Wilson, Inc." Accordingly, this entry in the Public Notice may need to be
amended to identify the appropriate entity and republished. In addition, due to the
Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act's clear focus on the contractor identified in
Document 23 as performing HVHHF operations and its lack of any reference to a
"drilling contractor," the Depaiiment is advised that the public notice form should
be rewritten to add the identification of the HVHHF contractor.
Document 17: Plug2:ing and Restoration Plan.
No. 32. Failure to Include a Strategy for Plugging the Well.
Section 245.210(a)(18) requires that the Applicant provide a "strategy" for the
plugging of the well once operations have ceased. This Document contains only a
single sentence regarding this "strategy" that states only that the well will be
plugged in accordance with the requirements of the Oil & Gas Law rules in
Sections 240.1140 and 240.1150 "as directed by the State Inspector." This generic
response does not meet the requirement for a specific "strategy" and provides no
basis for the public or the Depa1iment to assess the adequacy of how the Applicant
actually plans to plug this well. TI1e Plan must specify the exact steps that the
20
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Applicant will take in plugging the well to comply with all state requirements so
that it is capable of receiving meaningfol public comment.
In addition, this Plan must at a minimum commit the Applicant to undertaking the
"Special Plugging Requirement" for HVHHF wells in Section 245.!000(c); this
important provision is simply not mentioned in the current Application.
Document 18: Proof ofinsurance
No. 33. The pennit application requirements in Section 245.210 (a)(19) require
that the Proof ofinsurance establish that the ·'proposed well is insured to cover
injuries, damages or loss related to pollution in the amount of at least $5,000,000
per occurrence." The first of the two Ce1iificates of Liability Insurance in the
application, consisting of three pages and apparently covering contractors
perfonning HVHHF operations at the Woolsey site, has an extensive Exclusion
clause beginning at the bottom of page 2 and continuing to the end of page 3. This
Exclusion appears to make the Ce1iificate insufficient to meet the requirements of
the regulation cited above.
In particular, the Exclusion voids the policy's coverage of"liability for Bodily
Injury, Prope1iy Damage or Advertising Injury directly or indirectly caused by or
arising out of seepage, pollution, or contamination however caused whenever or
wherever happening" (emphasis added) unless a series of five conditions,
including subpmis, are all individually met. It is initially noted that the core public
benefit created by these insurance requirements is for protection from precisely the
kind of pollution hanns that this exclusion is clearly designed to deny. The
numerous elements in the Exclusion are grossly inappropriate to the circumstances
of High Volume Hydraulic Fracturing and will frustrate the legislative purpose.
Specifically, for coverage from pollution harm to exist, there must be:
1) a specific "occurrence," Condition (a),
2) which can be detennined to have "first commenced on an identified specific
date," Condition (b), and
c) the occurrence must be "first discovered by the insured within 45 days of such
first commencement, Condition (c).
However, seepage and pollution from a defective hydraulically fractured well that
is a foll mile underground and that is connected to the point of discovery through
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extremely hard to delineate contaminant pathways renders it virtually impossible to
determine any specific "occmTence" event or its initial commencement date. Also.
for the contaminants to travel over a mile to their place of discovery is likely to
take more than the limited 45 days for reporting the incident.
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Under the unique circumstances of high volume hydraulic horizontal fracturing,
this exclusion will make it all but ce1iain that the insurance will never cover the
likely harm to the public from pollution events. Indeed, this language is almost
perfectly drafted to ensure that there can be no recovery under this Exclusion for
leakage from deep underground. The exclusion appears written to only allow a
recovery from a catastrophic event such as an on-site explosion.
These limitations are only in the first half of the Exclusion; the second part is
equally bad. This part starts with the statement that "Even if the above conditions
a. to e. are satisfied, this policy does not apply to any actual or alleged liability." in
any of three additional circumstances, i to iii. The first such limitation is:
"i. to abate or investigate any threat of seepage or pollution or contamination of the
property of a third party;"
Such a "third party" would be any member of the general public affected by
releases from the wellsite. In other words, if any property owner anywhere in the
vicinity is harmed by a release of chemicals or product from the well, their losses
and remediation costs are specifically excluded from this policy and there can be
no recovery for that person under any circumstances, even if it is clearly proven
that the horizontal well and its I-IVHHF contractor was the direct cause of their
loss.
Accordingly, this exclusion appears to be drafted in a manner that completely
defeats the public protections behind the requirement for contractor insurance
coverage in Section 245.210 (a)(19). That provision is very broadly drafted to
insure comprehensive coverage to all affected members of the public. The fact that
this Exclusion is so broad that it defeats the contractor insurance requirement
establishes that the plan in the Application is neither adequate nor effective.
No. 34. Potential For Similar Exclusion in Owner's Policy Not Clear.
The Application has two Certificates ofinsurance attached, both on similar forms
prepared by the same entity ("Accord"). The first Ce11ificate described in the
previous Comment has three pages with the last two pages that includes the
Exclusion described above separately identified as "Additional Remarks
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Schedule." The second Certificate insuring the Woolsey Operating Company LLC
is a single page that does not indicate whether there is any such "Additional
Remarks Schedule" pertinent to this policy. However, this second Certificate does
include a statement that it is subject to any exclusion in the underlying policy. The
Applicant must confinn whether there is any exclusion to the second Ce1iificate,
including in the underlying policy, that would vitiate the liability coverage in any
manner similar to the Exclusion discussed in the previous Comment. If such
Exclusion exists, the Applicant must state its pertinent tenns and the Department
must in tum determine whether the Exclusion prevents the approval of the
Application. This second Ce1iificate also lacks a Ce1iificate Number so its legal
status is uncertain.
No. 35. Failure to Specify Earthquake or Floodplain Hazard.
The Department's form requires the applicant to identify whether the insured
wellsite location is in a define earthquake area or a regulatory floodplain. The
Application meets neither requirement. Although the Application states in other
locations that it is not located in an earthquake area, there does not appear to be
any reference to whether it is in a floodplain at any point in the Application.
Chapter 19: Topsoil Preservation Plan
No. 36. Failure to Detail Topsoil Preservation Plan and Inconsistent Use of
Topsoil.
The Departmenfs forn1 requires that the Topsoil Preservation Plan must be
provided with "detail." ("Please detail the plan to stockpile, stabilize ... any
topsoil and subsoil ... "). The plan proposed evidently is to ''stockpile" the soil by
wind-rowing it "to shallowest practical depth around the perimeter of [the] well
pad'' while simultaneously having these shallow mounds serve as "bem1s." No
infom1ation is provided as to the amount of soil (top or sub) that will be stockpiled
in this manner, what the design specifications are for the wind-row areas, or how
this strategy can insure the apparent objective of these wind-rows surrounding the
entire perimeter of the wellsite to deflect stonnwater. This level of detail is
necessary for even a rudimentary explanation of whether this Plan's objectives are
achievable. At the level of negligible detail provided, the Plan seems more like an
effort to expend the least possible effoti and expense in handling the soil by just
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spreading it around the site. Accordingly, it does not appear to be a "preservation''
plan at all given this lack of detail.
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Worse, the plan appears based on an inconsistent design that the soil be used as a
stonnwater "benn" while at the same time being spread to the "shallowest practical
depth.•· If this goal of shallowness is achieved, it would apparently rende;r the
"berms" incapable of deflecting stonnwater. Design specifications or engineering
drawings of what precisely is being proposed for these ''berms" is a necessaiy
detail to making the proposed plan comprehensible so that its expected
effectiveness can be determined.
Finally, it is unclear if the reference here to earthen berms is the same as the
reference to the undefined "dikes" in the Containment Plan (Document 12) or the
"earthen containment berms" in the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback
Plan (Document 10). The relationship of these items to one another and the exact
engineering specifications of each should be specified.
Chapter 20: fugitive Dust Control
No. 37. The Plan Lacks an Objective Measure Establishing Dust Problems.
The key condition for implementing the Fugitive Dust Control Plan is stated in
Section 2.5, General Requirements, as: "Dust control is required any time dust is
substantially visible in the air." Similarly. site inspections will only record fugitive
dust problems based on "any observation of substantial fugitive dust." Section 2.1.
These high-lighted terms are entirely subjective and therefore render the Fugitive
Dust Plan umeliable and unenforceable.
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This equivocal standard must be replaced with objective criteria such as a specific
opacity limit that must be met on-site combined with a "no visible emissions"
standard for all areas outside the wellsite's property boundaiy. We believe the
opacity limit should be no more than I 0%.
Opacity standards are a well-established method of measuring air pollution and
field methods for detennining opacity levels have existed for decades. The Plan
must also be amended to insure proper training in these methods for all inspectors
responsible for determining compliance with the Fugitive Dust Control Plan.
Finally, the Plan must specify that all violations of the objective standards will be
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recorded and reported to the Department and that all such violations will trigger
immediate remediation of the causes of the fugitive dust.
No. 38. The Plan Lacks Clarity on When Dust Control Must Be Implemented.
The Plan needs to be amended to ensure that remediation steps will be
affirmatively undertaken for all exceedances of the objective standards, see
previous Comment. Currently, Section 2.5, requires that "Dust control will be
implemented as appropriate by'' the Applicant, thus creating no enforceable
commitment to take affirmative steps when violations occur. While the choice of
response should be in the informed discretion of site personnel, there should be no
discretion whether remedial steps shall in fact be taken. The specific response
taken and its adequacy to abate the violation should be recorded.
No. 39. Failure to Address Mandatory Elements of Dust Control Plan
Section 245.410(c) contains three practices for control of fugitive dust that "shall"
be included in each Plan, i.e., "the use of speed restrictions, regular road
maintenance, and restrictions of construction activity during high-wind days."
None of these three mandatory elements is included in the proposed Plan and the
Plan therefore cannot be approved.
The last requirement needs to be implemented with a definition for "high-wind
days" to make it clear that construction activities shall be prohibited once wind
speed meets a defined threshold, e.g., 15 mph. Complying with this need to define
"high-wind days" will also give content to currently vague and unenforceable
provisions of the Plan such as those on sandblasting which, according to Plan
Section 2.10, will not "be conducted on days when the wind will not transport the
material off-site"
No. 40. Locating Access Roads
Section 245.410(a) contains a requirement that ''The access road to the Well site
must be located" ... ''as far as practical from occupied structures, places of
assembly, and property lines ofunleased property." There is no indication in the
Application that this mandatory requirement has been addressed in selecting the
location of the wellsite's access road
No. 41. Water Usable for Dust Control Should Not Include Stonnwater Until the
Application Contains an Effective Stormwater Management Plan.
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Applicant's proposed Plan allows "stormwater'' to be utilized to suppress fugitive
dust, see Section2.5, 2.6. However, as stated in previous comments, there is no
specific stonnwater management plan proposed except for use of"earthen benns"
that are completely without detail and are therefore inadequate to ensure that any
stonnwater collected on-site would be free ofchemical wastes, including from
chemicals that may have been spilled at the wellsite. Use of this potentially
contaminated stonmvater for dust control should not be authorized by the
Department unless there is a full stonnwater management plan proposed that is
sufficient to prevent such contamination.
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The Plan must also provide for rapid and complete remediation of any spills that
may contaminate any stom1\vater collected at the site. Any spill, its sampling and
its remediation should also be required to be documented.
No. 42. Vehicle Wheel Washing Must Be Mandatory, Not Optional.
Section 2.7 of the Fugitive Dust Control Plan provides that trucks exiting the site
will have a wheel wash available "•if necessary." Stated in this vague manner, this
provision is unenforceable. Wheel wash is a well-established means to prevent
fugitive dust and should be mandatory for all trucks exiting the site.
No. 43: Use of Paved Roadways Not Addressed.
Section 245.410(c) provides that additional management practices, including road
surfacing, may be required by the Department. The Fugitive Dust Plan makes no
statement whether the roads will be paved and it appears that they will not be.
Because paving the access road and parking area is an effective means of fugitive
dust control, it should be explicitly addressed in the plan and utilized ifit can be
reasonably implemented.
Such explicit consideration of paving the roadways would also clarify the currently
vague provision in Plan Section 2. 7 that "Construction entrances and exits ,vill be
established" to prevent tracking of mud. As presently stated, the nature of these
protective entrances and exits and whether they will be paved is simply unknown.
Due to their importance in fugitive dust control and roadway safety, the
entrances/exits, at a minimum, should be paved.
No. 44. Wind Breaks/Barriers and Well Automation Not Addressed.
Section 245 .410( c) also provides that the Department may require wind breaks or
barriers or well automation that reduce reliance on vehicles. Neither of these
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methods of fugitive dust management are mentioned in the proposed Plan. Wind
barriers can be very cost effective in preventing the escape of fugitive dust from
the property or in protecting areas where workers are frequently located.
Similarly, any automation that reduces vehicle tratnc will have immediate and
pennanent benefits in reducing fugitive dust. The Applicant should be required to
address these options and identify cost effective means to implement them so that
the Department can exercise it authority to require such controls in an infonned
manner.
No. 45. Section 2. 10 Requirements Should All Be Mandatory.
Section 2.10 on "Control of Other Air Emissions" is consistently unenforceable
through the repeated use of phrases such as "when possible'' or "when feasible"
even though the air pollution control methods it includes are industry standard,
very practical, and will often directly assist in fugitive dust control, e.g., the
limitations on sandblasting. For example, the use oflow-sulfur diesel fuel is only
noted as being used "when possible" thus rendering this sensible control illusive;
there is no reason that low-sulfur diesel should not be mandat01y so that particulate
emissions will be consistently reduced. Similarly, the restriction on sandblasting to
"days when the wind will not transport the material off-site" is unenforceable due
to vagueness and should have an objective standard, see Comment 39. The
Applicant must amend the Plan to remove these clearly equivocal standards and
insure that these protections will be routinely utilized at the wellsite.
Document 21: Water Oualitv Monitoring Plan
No. 46. Sampling Plan Wholly Generic and Lacks Required Specificity on
Sampling Locations.
Section 245.600 of the Department's rules governing Water Quality Monitoring is
over six pages in length and is specific as to what is required in an approvable plan.
The sampling plan and protocol is especially detailed in subsections (b), (c) and
(d). These rules are clear that sampling locations are required to be precisely
identified, see e.g., (b)(4)(B) that sampling sites must be identified by GPS
coordinates accurate to within 3 feet determined by actual field measurement.
Despite the explicit nature of these requirements, the Monitoring Plan does not
identify a single specific sampling point. This lack of specificity is entirely
unnecessary as only five water sources are candidates to be sampled, namely the
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three future wells to supply the base fluid water of7,500,000 gallons and an
existing stock pond and the water well that supplies this pond.
The brief section on surface water is entirely generic and states only that "the
sample location shall be located such that the water is representative of the overall
water body being sampled." It appears that the owner(s) of the stock pond has not
consented to allow sampling., The Plan does not state whether or not the stock
pond will in fact be sampled or how that will be accomplished. It should explicitly
address the applicant's intentions regarding sampling the stock pond, the only
candidate identified in the Application for required surface water sampling.
Similarly, the groundwater section is also entirely generic and says only that
"Groundwater shall be sampled at a point as close to the source as is feasible." It
gives alternative methods for well sampling based on the physical characteristics of
the well. Rather than being generic and stated in the alternative, the Plan should
provide specific information regarding the type of wells to be employed by
Applicant and the sampling procedure relevant to that design; there is no reason
why this inforniation cannot be presented during the public comment period.
As to the required sampling of the aquifer supplying the stock pond, the Plan
should specifically identify the sampling location based on the criteria established
in (b)(1) that it be "at the next closest groundwater well that the pennittee has
permission to access.'" There is no reason that this location cannot be determined
now so the public has an opp01iunity to assess its suitability upfront, rather than
obstructing public input and only identifying the san1pling locations when they are
pennanently established in the laboratory report required in ( d) long after the
public comment process is concluded.
No. 4 7. Data Analysis Procedure Plan Also Wholly Generic and Lacks Required
Specificity on Protocols Used to Analyze Significance of Sampling Results.
The laboratory tests require an interpretation of the test results and for that
purpose, the Applicant concludes its Water Quality Monitoring Plan with a section
titled "Data Analysis Procedures." The Section is completely generic and does not
actually provide such analytic procedures, thus rendering the Application
incomplete.
Instead of supplying an actual data analysis plan, the Applicant merely states that
"the method to be used under this plan is based on U.S. EPA methodology
established for the assessment of contaminants in environmental samples. and is
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described in Chapter 9 ofUSEPA publication 846. We plan to use a data analysis
plan based on that methodologv." (emphasis added). Accordingly, no plan is
proposed that can be evaluated during the public comment period and the
Application is incomplete. There is no valid reason why such a plan cannot be
presented for comment now.
Not only is there no data analysis plan, but the Applicant's reference to US EPA
publication 846 does not appear to be appropriate. Chapter 9 of this publication
can be found at: https:!/www.epa.gov/sites!Droduction/files/]0J 51 O/documentslchap9 O.pdt: Chapter 9 is a 79 page document that is 31 years old
(dated September, 1986). Most irnpo1iant, it was specifically designed for
sampling programs ·'to evaluate the physical and chemical prope1iies of solid
waste." Section 9.1.
The Applicant provides no justification for using this particular reference material
and due to its high relative age and facial in-elevancy, that choice should be viewed
as inappropriate unless specifically justified in the Plan with proper comparison to
other potential sources, especially those dealing with water sources, e.g., US
EPA' s Clean \1/ater Act Analytical Methods at https:!!www.epa.gov/cwa-methods
or those under the Safe Drinking Water Act,
https:!!www.epa.gov/dwana lvticalmethods.
Further, Chapter 9 provides many options for sampling methodologies and systems
from which choices must be made considering overall design needs. If the
Applicant can support the appropriateness of this source material, it must also
specifically state its selections among those options in its Water Quality
Monitoring Plan so that its choices can be considered and made the subject of
properly developed comments. As it stands now, the Application's refusal to
reveal its future analytic protocols defeats meaningful public comment and raises
the unacceptable potential that the eventual Plan may be inadequate and
ineffective.
Document 24: Emissions Management Statement
No. 48. Basis for Claiming Wildcat Well Status Not Provided.
The Applicant is not complying with the important air emissions restrictions in the
Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act based on its unsupported asse1iion that its
well will be a "wildcat well." The Applicant must state and support the specific
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reasons why it is entitled to this special status and the resulting emissions
exemptions. This status is based on historic uses of the oil or gas "field" involved
and no information of any kind on such historic use has been provided.
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Document 25: Radioactive Materials Management
No. 49. Need to Clarify the ''Black Shale" Subject to Sampling.
As stated in the previous comments under Document 11, the Wellsite Safety Plan,
the phrase "black shale" is not defined in the regulations and the extent of
sampling thereof is uncertain. The Application must state the specific geologic
formations considered to be in the "black shale" that will be tested pursuant to this
requirement.
No. 50. Need to Clarify If Filters Will Be Used and Tested for Radioactivity.
One of the most serious sources for radioactive contamination is from filters used
at hydraulic fracturing sites that concentrate radioactivity. No mention is made of
filters in the Application or of the specific type of equipment to be used on-site.
The Applicant must state whether any filters will be utilized on-site and if so. how
they will be managed.
Other Issues:
No. 5 I. Failure to make Oil & Gas Application, Form OG-10, and the Drilling
Permit Available to the Public for Comment.
It is legally required that all HVHHF wells comply with the Illinois Oil & Gas Act
as well as the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act. However, the relevant
Application Form and, if available, Drilling Pennit is not made part of the HVHHF
application so compliance with these requirements cannot be readily detennined
during the brief Comment period. We recommend that the Department include this
information with the HVHHF application to insure a complete and transparent
opportunity for Public Comment on the entire well proposal consistent with the
intent of the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act.
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Thank you for your consideration of these Comments. Because of the many
required areas that are not addressed, or not meaningfully addressed, in the
Application that have been identified in these Comments, we respectfully ask that
the Department deny the Application. If the Application is re-submitted to address
these many deficiencies, we ask that you provide an additional opportunity for full
public participation, including additional public comment, on the revised
Application.
Respectfully Submitted,
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A personal concern of mine in regards to permitting Woosley Operating Company, LLC to drill a High
Volume Hydraulic Fracturing well, along with the accompanying Class 2 injection wells is the increased
risk of induced earthquakes in the southem tttinois region.
Earthquakes have risen sharply in the Midwest in the last decade, a rise that corresponds to the rise in
fracturing operations in many states. This uptick in seismic events represents a more than hundred
fold increase in overall earthquakes. The states reporting unusually elevated levels of seismic activity
rnctude Arkansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Ohio, Oktahoma, Texas, and Vrrginia (Science, EUsworth,
2013). Many seismologists across the country have determined that this uptick in the numbers of
earthquakes represents induced seismicity from the disposal of oil, liquid natural gas and natural gas
extraction waste in Class2 injection wells, and that evidence for triggered seismicity in response to
injection of these waste fluids is becoming incontrovertible, (Science, Ellsworth, 2013). The disposal of
280 billion gallons a year, of toxic, chemical laden, mostly radioactive fracturing waste water, (brine)
across the country is causing earthquakes.
http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/man-made-earthquakes/
http://fulterfuturefest.com/fracking-industriatization-and-induced-earthquakes-the-mechanisms
that-connect-the-disposal-of-fracking-wastewater-into-deep-injection-wells-to-a-significant-increase
in-midcontinent-seismic-activity/
Some of the earthquakes are barely perceptible, but some of them have been quite large, (5.7 Prague,
OK, 2011J, and have caused rear property damage, injured residents and terrorized communities,
"Residents Baffled by Terrifying Loud Booms in Oklahoma", http://abcnews.go.com/US/residents
baffled-terrifying-loud-booms-oklahoma/story?id=225433S6.
In Oklahoma, according to a joint statement by b'oth USGS and OGS, residents have experienced more
than 200 earthquakes measuring at least a magnitude 3.0 since the beginning of 2009. Recently 103
earthquakes rocked the area in a single 3 day period, from 2/14/14 - 2/17/14, many of them cracking
walls and foundations.
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/watch/spike-in-oklahoma-earthguake-activity157633603521,
http://www.okgeosurveyl.gov/pages/earthquakes/recent-earthquakes.php
Another example is the Guy-Greenbrier area of Arkansas, which experienced only one earthquake of
magnitude 2.5 or greater in all of 2007, the numbers grew to 10 in 2009, and in 2010 there were 54
earthquakes of magnitude 2.5 or greater (Kerr, 2012), and on February 27, 2011, a magnitude 4.7
earthquake. Many of the earthquakes were tied to Class 2 injection disposal wells in the area, which
were ordered to shut down, and the earthquakes stopped.
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Youngstown, Ohio experienced a series of earthquakes in 2011/2012, then a magnitude 4.0
earthquake struck. Gov. John Kasich subsequently ordered that four nearby Class 2 injection well
projects shut down and the earthquakes stowed.
Quote: "In regards to the geology, the 1000+ eastern Ohio earthquakes occurred on inactive faults
that are over one-billion years old. These faults would not have moved, if there had been no injection
or tracking. In Illinois you have two know seismic zones. The New Madrid and Wabash Valley seismic
zones. Your state atready has a known seismic risk. You need to write rutes that are more restrictive
than Ohio, not less. You also need to work with geologists and geophysicists, that have no conflicts of
interest regarding oil and gas, to delineate regions of the state that are off-limits to both tracking and
injection wells. Given what is already known about the historical seismicity in the region, to not do so,
would be irresponsible and willfully ignorant. "Dr. Ray Beiersdorfer, Professor of Geology, Dept. of
Geological & Environmental Sciences, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio
The Feb. 27, 2011, Praque, OK earthquake was studied by Columbia University geologists partnering
with the USGS and produced a report. I will read you a bit from it. (March 26, 2013)
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/news-events/wastewater-injection-spurred-biggest-earthquake-yet
says-study
http://www.earth.columbia.edu/articles/view/3072
"Scientists have linked a rising number of quakes in normally calm parts of Arkansas, Texas, Ohio and Colorado to below-ground
injection. In the last four years, the number of quakes in the middle of the United States jumped 11-fold from the three decades
prior, the authors of the Geology study estimate. Last year, a group at the U.S. Geological Survey also attributed a remarkable
rise in small- to mid-size quakes in the region to humans. The risk is serious enough that the National Academy of Sciences, in�
report last year called for further research to "understand, limit and respond" to induced seismic events. Despite these studies,
wastewater injection continues near the Oklahoma earthquakes.
The magnitude 5.7 quake near Prague was preceded by a 5.0 shock and followed by thousands of aftershocks. What made the
swarm unusual is that wastewater had been pumped into abandoned oil wells nearby for 17 years without incident. In the study,
researchers hypothesize that as wastewater replenished compartments once filled with oil, the pressure to keep the fluid going
down had to be ratcheted up. As pressure built up, a known fault-known to geologists as the Wilzetta fault-jumped. "When you
overpressure the fault, you reduce the stress that's pinning the fault into place and that's when earthquakes happen," said study
coauthor Heather Savage, a geophysicist at Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory.
The amount of wastewater injected into the well was relatively small, yet it triggered a cascading series of tremors that led to the
main shock, said study co-author Geoffrey Abers, also a seismologist at Lamont-Doherty. "There's something important about
getting unexpectedly large earthquakes out of small systems that we have discovered here," he said. The observations mean that
"the risk of humans inducing large earthquakes from even small injection activities is probably higher" than previously thought, he
said.

The results of the Columbia University study showed that the Class 2 injection disposal wells,
suspected of causing the earthquakes, were in operation for at least 18 years indicating that there can
be decades-long lags between oil, liquid natural gas, natural gas drilling wastewater injection and
seismic events. It was suspected that over the years, pressure in the wells Increased and may have
eventually lubricated known seismic faults.

The Article: The Cardston Earthquake Swarm and Hydraulic Fracturing of the Exshaw Formation {Alberta
Bakken Play) by Ryan Schultz, Shi long Mei, Dinu Pana, Virginia Stern, Yu Jeffrey Gu, Ahyi Kim, and David
Eaton in the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 105, No. 6, pp.-, December 2015,
shows that
Abstract: More than 60 small earthquakes {ML 0.7-3.0} were detected from December 2011 to March
2012 north of Cardston, Alberta, an area with little evidence for previous seismic activity. The timing of
these events closely correlates (>99:7% confidence) with hydraulic fracturing completions of the
Devonian-Mississippian-age Exshaw Formation at a nearby horizontal well. Unanimous waveform
multiplicity within the swarm suggests that the events share a similar origin and source mechanism. This
observation is corroborated by the point-like collocation of hypocenters within the crystalline basement
during robust, double-difference relocations. Furthermore, the presence of a pre-existing fault is
confirmed via formation-top offset mapping and interpreted to be a Late Cretaceous extensional fault.
The confirmation of this fault at depth provides a plausible pathway for rapid hydraulic communication
from the fracturing interval into the crystalline basement. Consistent with structural interpretations and
available stress information, moment tensor inversion of the largest magnitude event {Mw 3.0} indicates
reactivation of a basement fault with normal slip. We conclude that the genesis of this earthquake
swarm was likely caused by increased pore pressure, within the basement fault, as a result of fracturing
stimulation.
In the testimony of Stanford University geophysicist Mark Zoback to the US Senate Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources, June 19th, 2012, recommended an empirically derived practical
framework for reducing the probability of induced seismicity- five straightforward steps:
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=4f086706-79aa-43df-a6e91ce1169f6312
(1) It is important to avoid injection into active faults and faults in brittle rock.
(2) Formations should be selected for injection (and injection rates should be limited) to minimize
pore pressure changes.
For these two points: Deficiencies in the Permit Application Document 5 No. 4- Failure to clearly
Identify formations to be stimulated , No 7 & 8 - Missing Identification of a Confining Zone Fracture
Pressure and Missing Data on confining Zone Fracture Pressure , No. 10 Fracturing Pressure of the
Production Zone Not Identified and No. 13 Missing Data on Geological Formations gives pause on how
much the company does not know of the region and disregarding simple guidelines.
(3) Local seismic monitoring arrays should be installed when there is a potential for injection to trigger
seismicity.
(4) Protocols should be established in advance to define how operations will be modified if seismicity
is triggered.

ts> Operators need to be prepared to reduce injection rates or abandon wens if triggered seismicity
poses any hazard.

The active faults and active earthquake zones of the New Madrid and Wabash Valley in Southern
Illinois are poorly defined and mapped out. Per the ILGS, they do not have maps of faults in the deep
basement rock for the state which are responsibJe for Hlinois earthquakes, and the Wabash Vaney
seismic zone is ill defined and has no specific published boundaries, {the reason for an airbrushed
ellipse on some US Geological Survey maps, http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2006/3125/ .)
Southern Illinois is also marked by a number of other major seismically active structural features
including the east-trending Cottage Grove-Rough Creek-Shawnee town fault system, the magmatic
system of Hicks dome and the Fluorspar district, and the NNW-trending La Salle, Du Quoin, and Clay
City fold systems {Nelson 1991; Kolata and Nelson 1991).

Induced seismicity from Class 2 injection wells in active earthquake zones carries with it real risks to
the publk health, safety and welfare of tHinois residents, and risks to property, businesses and the
environment. These risks must be studied in more detail and communicated clearly to the residents
and businesses of Southern Illinois. The risk management of induced seismicity from Class 2 well
disposal of fracturing waste water has been poorly studied across the country, and poorly delineated
and regulated in the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act. Emergency management plans, insurance
Jevels, bonding and even mortgages may be affected by assigning probabilities of risk to different
areas located within the active earthquake zones of Illinois.

There is one more issue with induced earthquakes not covered by HFRA - the mechanical integrity of
Class 2 wells and horizontal fracturing wells, which is integral to whether water, air or soil
contamination wiU occur dose to these wens. The mechanical integrity of Class 2 wens and horizontal
fracturing wells can be affected by seismic events near their locations. The effects of seismic events on
the mechanical integrity of Class 2 wells and horizontal fracturing wells is not addressed in HFRA at all,
and it has not been well studied by the geologic community. Document 13: Casing and Cementing Plan
No. 29 Missing information in Casing and Cementing Plan .:;. The casing and cementing plan does not
address the requirement labeled ff> in Document 13, regarding potential for earthquakes. The
application is therefore incomplete and must be returned to the applicant to address this deficiency.
I feel that in light of current research on the matter of injection wells being a cause of induced
earthquakes, if injection wells in an inactive seismic zone, i.e. Ohio can caused earthquakes, the risk of
destructive earthquakes increases greatly in the active New Madrid/Wabash Valley zones that we/t
live in. The science is out there. Why risk the increased threat of induced earthquakes via
drilling/injection wells in the already active high risk New Madrid and Wabash Valley Seismic Zones.

This permit should not be granted in light of the science that earthquakes can be induced via
driHtng/injection wetls and the potential of great harm from a drilling operation in White County
causing a destructive earthquake over the whole southern Illinois region including Makanda where I
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Public Hearing Comments on Woolsey Operation Co. Woodrow
HVHHF Permit Application and Application Supplement
Submitted by Barbara McKasson
This permit application HVHHF # 000001 is in actuality a test case for
IDNR and for the HFRA rules which will show us all whether or not
IDNR is truly prepared to enforce the rules for the High Volume
;tov'1ZD»-ltd !Iydraulic Hydrofracturing Act. Whether or not IDNR makes Woolsey
meet the standards of the regulations in its permit application will be a
signal to other companies on what will in actuality be required of them.
For that reason, I am affected by this proposed well, since a HVHHF
well could be proposed on property near my home in Southern Illinois in
the future.
In addition, I am in the earthquake zone for effects from the Wabash
Fault. According to geological studies, the Wabash Fault has become
increasingly active in the last few decades. I have experienced the
effects of several earthquakes in Southern Illinois and have seen waves
coming from the East and moving through the earth on our own property
during an earthquake. A great increase in earthquake frequency and
volume has been linked to both the HVHHF process and the related
waste disposal into injection wells. This increase in earthquake activity

has been documented in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Ohio and other states.
Thus, I challenge the assertion of Woolsey that I am not affected enough
to testify at this permit hearing.
I am especially concerned with the handling of the flowback waste
water. Besides the estimated 7.5 million gallons of water Woolsey
proposes to use, there will be an unknown amount of produced water
from underground - all laden with the many fracking chemicals, plus the
brine, heavy metals and radioactive substances from the prod.-.-.��---.
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The Woolsey flowback containment plan is not a coherent plan. The
number or capacity of tanks for the flowback water is not specified, plus
the size and height of the earthen containment berms is not specified.
The number of trucks available to transport the flowback waste to the
injection wells plus the frequency of removal of the flowback is not
specified. The estimate for the flowback from the 7.5 million gallons of
water is very low compared to the average percentage given in studies in
other states. Woolsey is estimating that less than 3% of the injected
water will flow back, while the state of Ohio estimates that 15% to 20%
of the injected fluid will return as flowback. This lack of preparedness
by Woolsey is a recipe for a spill of toxic liquid. This could easily reach
the nearby non-perennial streams and the groundwater system, which
could in turn reach my property in Southern Illinois.
In the supplemental document number 10, Woolsey has still not satisfied
the requirement to describe testing procedures for the flowback waste.
Will Woolsey be testing the flowback for heavy metals and naturally
occurring radioactive materials? If so, how will they conduct the tests?
Since Woolsey has not specifically figured out how much flowback they
must prepare for and have grossly underestimated the amount of
flowback, it becomes even more important for Woolsey to test for the
content and levels of potentially toxic liquids in the flowback.
Information deficiencies found in Document 4 "Underground
Freshwater Information" of the first Woolsey permit application
evidently have not been corrected since there is no reference to
Document 4 in Woolsey's Supplemental Application Information
document. Thus, Woolsey has not submitted data from the Illinois
Geological Survey to show determination of the "lowest potential fresh
water." Therefore, Woolsey has failed to insure that underground fresh
water will not be contaminated by their proposed operations. The

.
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condition of the underground waters concerns me in that Southern
Illinois is prone to drought conditions that can greatly deplete reservoirs
that are already stressed by high usage, leading to conditions that
threaten the quality and quantity of Southern Illinois water. I depend on
a reservoir for my water usage at present, but we may have to depend on
groundvvater in the future, especially in the increasing extreme drought
conditions that we have �een ex:R�iencing more frequently.
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tRESOURCES,

June 5, 2017
Woolsey Operating Company, LLC
125 North Market St. Ste. 1000
Wichita, KS 62702
Re: HVHHF Application for Woodrow #IH-310408-193 (Review #HVHHF-000001)
Sec. 31, T04S, R08E, White County, Illinois
Mr. Woolsey:
Please be advised that the Department has reviewed your High Volume Horizontal Hydraulic
Fracturing (HVHHF) pennit application which was officially received on May 22, 2017, and
issued the review number HVHHF-000001. Section 1-35(j) of the Hydraulic Fracturing
Regulatory Act (HFRA), 225 ILCS 732/1-35(j) states as follows:
Ifat any time during the review period the Department determines that the permit
application is not complete under this Act, does not meet the requirements of this Section,
or requires additional information, the Department shall notify the applicant in writing of
the application's deficiencies and allow the applicant to correct the deficiencies and
provide the Department any information requested to complete the application. If the
applicant fails to provide adequate supplemental information within the review period,
the Department may reject the application.
Based on the Department's review of your application, and for the reasons set forth in
Attachment A, the application submitted to perfonn HVHHF operations on the above-referenced
well cannot be issued as submitted as it does not meet the requirements of the HFRA and
associated rules and regulations. This letter should be considered your deficiency letter under
Section l-35(j) of the HFRA and 62 111. Adm. Code 245.230(b). Review of your application
cannot be completed until all of the items noted in Attachment A have been submitted or are
otherwise resolved. Also, be advised that the Department:
" .. . shall have no more than 60 calendar days from the date it receives the permit
application to approve, with any conditions the Department may find necessary, or reject
the application for the high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing permit. The applicant
may waive, in writing, the 60-day deadline upon its own initiative or in response to a
request by the Department." 225 ILCS 732/l-35(i), 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.300(a).
•
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In order for the Department lo compkte its review within the tirneline of the HFRA.. pkasc
submit a response to the deficiencies listed in Attachment A within 14 calendar days from the
date of this letter. Failure to respond to this deficiency letter in a timely manner 1my result in
your application being rejected or denied at the end of the review period as scl forth in 225 JLCS
732!1-35(j). 1-60(a} and 62 111. Adm. Code 245.300 and 245.31 O(a).
In order for the Dcpa,imenl lo complete review of your HVHHF pem1it application. you haw 2
options:
J) \Vithin fourteen (14) calendar days, provide a formal response to this deficiency letter. in
writing, addressing all items in their entirety, or request an extension of time which will
still allow the Department to complete the required review oflhe new infonnation within
the 60 calendar day deadline mandated by the HFRA; or
2) If you cmmot provide a complete response which the Department can fully review within
the deadlines mandated by the HFRA, fonnally waive, in writing, the 60-day deadline in
order to provide the Depanment more time to complete the review of your HVHHF
permit application.
Please submit all responses and questions lo Doug Shutt via mail or email at the contact
infonnation below, including the no,icw number assigned to your pcnnit application: HVHHF000001.

oug 1uu
Pennit Manager
Office of Oil and Gas Resource lvlanagcmcnl
One Natural Resources \Vay
Springfield. lllinois 62702
217-782-7756
Dou!!. Shutt@.il lino is. f!OV
Attachment A - 12 pages
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ATTACHMENT A TO JUNE 5. 2017 DEFICIENCY LETTER FOR HVHHF-000001
The following deficiencies were noted during the review of your application:
1. HVRHF Operations Plan
According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(6), High Volume Horizontal Hydraulic Fracturing Operations
Plan, shall include a detailed description of the proposed high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing
operations, including, but not limited to, the following (Section l-35(b)(6) of the Act):
A) the fonnations affected by the high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations, including, but
not limited to, geologic name and geologic description of the formations that will be stimulated by the
operation (Section l-35(b)(6)(A) of the Act), and a description of the confining zone and the
formations constituting or contributing to that zone, including, but not limited to, a description of the
lithology, extent, thickness, penneability, porosity, transmissive faults, fractures, water or water source
content, and susceptibility to vertical propagation of fractures, of the confining formations; if any of
the features of the confining zone and overburden described in this subsection (a)(6)(A) are unknown,
the applicant should so state;
B) the anticipated smface treating pressure range (Section l-35(b)(6)(B) of the Act);
C) the maximum anticipated injection treating pressure (Section l-35(b)(6)(C) of the Act);
D) the estimated or calculated fracture pressure of the producing and confining zones (Section l35(b)(6)(D) of the Act);
E) the planned depth of all proposed perforations or depth to the top of the open hole section (Section l35(b)(6)(E) of the Act); and
F) the anticipated type, source and volume of the base fluid anticipated to be used in the high volume
horizontal hydraulic fracturing treatment.
Application Deficiencies
a) Specifically, 245.210(a)(6)(E) requests the estimated or calculated fracture pressure of the
producing and confining zones. The application identifies the calculated pressure of the producing
zone as 2875 PSI, the calculated pressure of the confining zone as 4000 PSI and the maximum
anticipated injection treating pressure as 7900 PSI The application did not include evidence that
the proposed maximum injection pressure o/7900 PSI will not initiate or propagate ji-actures in the
confining zone or overlying strata.
To resolve, submit a revised HVHHF Operations Plan including the following:
A) Provide evidence that conducting the high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations on the
well at the proposed maximum anticipated injection treating pressure of7900 PSI will not:
a) Initiate new fractures in the confining zones;
b) Propagate existing fractures in the confining zone;
c) Allow the transmission of fluids out of the producing zones; and
d) Allow contamination of underground sources of drinking water (USDWs);
2. Additional Required Maps
According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(7), Scaled Plat Maps, Diagrams or Cross-sections, the following
items shall be addressed:
A)A scaled plat map showing the well location and all known previous well bores within 750 feet of any
part of the horizontal well bore that penetrated within 400 vertical feet of the formation that will be
stimulated as part of the high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations (Section l-35(b)(7) of
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the Act). If the well bores are present, then also include the following infonnation for each well bore:
well name, location and permit number;
B) a scaled map showing the proposed unit, including the unit boundaries and the location of the
proposed well, well pad, well site, access road and any other operating facilities;
C) a scaled top-view diagram showing the well location, direction of drilling below the surface entry
point to the intersection with the fonnation to be stimulated, and the horizontal leg to its total length.
Also indicate the location at the surface of all known previous well bores within 750 feet of any part of
the horizontal well bore that penetrated within 400 vertical feet of the fonnation that will be stimulated
as part of the HVHHF operations; and
D)a scaled cross-section of the well bore from tl1e surface through the horizontal leg's total length,
providing the infom1ation required in subsections (a)(4) and (a)(5), and showing the fonnations to be
stimulated as described in subsection (a)(6)(A).
Application Deficiencies
a) Specifically, 245.210(a)(7)(C) requests a scaled top-view diagram showing the well location,
direction ofdrilling below the swface enhy point to the intersection with the formation to be
stimulated, and the horizontal leg to its total length. Also indicate the location at the swface ofall
!mown previous well bores within 750 feet of any part of the horizontal well bore that penetrated
within 400 vertical feet ofthe formation that will be stimulated as part of the HVHHF operations.
The diagram provided does not identify the location at the swface of all law1m previous well bores
within 750 feet ofany part of the horizontal well bore that penetrated within 400 verticalfeet of the
formation that will be stimulated as part of the HVHHF operations.
To resolve submit a revised Additional Required Maps including the following;
A) Provide the location at the surface of all lmown previous well bores within 750 feet of any part of the
horizontal well bore that penetrated witl1in 400 vertical feet of the fonnation that will be stimulated as
part of the HVHHF operations; or
B) If no well bores are within 750 feet of any part of the horizontal well bore that penetrated within 400
vertical feet of the formation that will be stimulated as part of the HVHHF operations, provide a
statement to that effect.
3. Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids aud Flow back Plan
According to 62 IAC Section 245.21 0(a)(l l ), Hydraulic Fractming Fluids and Flowback Plan, the following
items shall be addressed:
A)A hydraulic fracturing fluids and flowback plan for the handling, storage, transportation, and disposal,
recycling, or reuse of hydraulic fracturing fluids and hydraulic fracturing flowback consistent with the
requirements of Subpart H. The plan shall identify the specific Class II injection well or wells that will
be used to dispose of the hydraulic fracturing flowback or the facilities where the hydraulic fracturing
flowback will be reused or recycled. The plan shall describe the capacity of tl1e tanks to be used for the
capture and storage offlowback and of the lined reserve pit to be used, if necessary, to temporarily
store any flowback in excess of the capacity of the tanks. Identification of the Class II injection well or
wells shall be by name, identification number, and specific location and shall include the date of the
most recent mechanical integrity test for each Class II injection well (Section l-35(b)(l l) of the Act)
and
B)Additional Information. Pursuant to Section l-35(b)(20) of the Act, the applicant shall also describe
the anticipated hydraulic fracturing flowback, the expected flowback rate and amount, and the
frequency at which the storage tanks will be emptied.
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Application Deficiencies
a) 245.2IO{a)(ll)(A) requests a hydraulicji-acturingfluids andjlowbackplanfor the handling,
storage, transportation, and disposal, recycling, or reuse ofhydraulicji-acturingfluids and
hydraulic ji-acturingjlowback consistent with the requirements of Subpart H. Specifically,
245.825(a) ofSubpart H specifies the requirement of above ground storage tanks, the application
does not adequately address these requirements only identifying the tanks as "pwpose build lined
and closed".
b) 245.21 0(a)(l l)(B) requests the applicant describe the anticipated hydraulicji-acturingjlowback
the e>.pected flowback rate and amount, and thefrequency at which the storage tanks will be
emptied. The application describes the e>.pectedflowback rate and amout, and the ji-equency at
which the storage tanks will be emptied, however it does not contain a description of the
anticipated hydraulicfi·acturingjlowback.
To resolve submit a revised Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Flowback Plan including the following:
A)Address the specific storage tank requirements 245.825(a) and
B)Provide a desc1iption of the anticipated hydraulic fracturing flowback.
4. \Vell Site Safety Plan

According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(l2), Well Site Safety Plan, the following items shall be addressed:
A)A well site safety plan to:
i) address proper safety measures to be employed dnring high volnme horizontal hydraulic fracturing
operations for the protection of persons on the well site (Section l-35(b)(12) of the Act) that
complies with federal and State law, including applicable OSHA regulations; and
ii) address proper safety measures to be employed during high volume holizontal hydraulic fracturing
operations for the protection of the general public (Section l-35(b)(12) of the Act) that complies
with federal and State law.
B)Additional Infonnation. Pursuant to Section l-35(b)(20) of the Act, the applicant shall also address
proper safety measures to be employed during an emergency, such as whether local responders have
appropriate equipment and training to respond to an emergency at a well site, identify the presence of
any hazardous materials used or stored at the well site, and ensure the applicant has contact
information for all appropriate emergency responders and that the applicant's contact information is
made available to emergency responders.
Application Deficiencies
a) 245.210(a)(l2)(A)(i) requests a well site safety plan that complies with federal and State law,
including applicable OSHA regulations for the protection of persons on the well site during high
volume horizontal hydraulic ji-acturing operations. While the application indicates the plan will be
evaluated on an annual basis to ensure compliance with local, state, and federal regulations, it
does not state that it is currently compliant with federal and State law, including applicable OSHA
regulations.
b) 245.210{a)(l2)(A)(ii) requests a well site safety plan that complies with federal and State laws for
the protection of the general public during high volume horizontal hydraulicji-acturing operations.
While the application indicates the plan will be evaluated on an annual basis to ensure compliance
with local, state, and federal regulations, it does not state that it is currently compliant with federal
and State law.
c) 245.210(a)(J2)(B) requires that the well site safety plan address that the applicant's contact
information is made available to emergency responders. Specifically, the applicant does not
provide a statement indicating that within 15 calendar days after submitting the permit application
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to the Department, the applicant will provide a copy of the permit application's well site safety plan
to the county or counties and all localfire departments with jurisdictions covering the well site in
which high volume horizontal hydraulicfi·acturing operations will occur.
To resolve submit a revised Well Site Safety Plan including the following:
A)A statement indicating that the plan is CU!Tently complaint with federal and State law, including
applicable OSHA regulations for the protection of persons on the well site during high volume
horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations.
B) A statement indicating that the plan is currently compliant with federal and State law regulations for
the protection of the general pnblic during high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations.
C) A statement indicating that within 15 calendar days after submitting the pennit application to the
Department, the applicant will provide a copy of the pennit application's well site safety plan to the
county or counties and all local fire departments with jurisdictions covering the well site in which high
volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations will occur.
5. Containment Plan
According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(I3), Containment Plan, the following items shall be addressed:
A contaimnent plan describing the contaimnent practices and equipment to be used and the area of the well
site where contaimnent systems will be employed (Section 1-35( b)(13) of the Act) to be compliant with
Sections 245.820, 245.825 and 245.830.
245.820 requires that no more than one hour before initiating any stage of the high volume horizontal
hydraulic fracturing operations, all secondary containment required pursuant to Section 245.825(b) must
be visually inspected by the pennittee or the contractor perfonning the HVHHF operations on behalf of
the pennittee to ensure that all structures and equipment are in place and in proper working order. The
results of this inspection must be recorded and documented by the pennittee or the contractor perfonning
the HVHHF operations on behalf of the pennittee on a fom1 prescribed by the Department, maintained in
the well file, and made available at the well site to the Department upon request.
245.825 requires that hydraulic fracturing additives, hydraulic fracturing fluid, hydraulic fracturing
flowback, and produced water shall be stored in above-ground tanks pursuant to the re quirements of this
Section at all times until removed for p roper disposal or recycling
Application Deficiencies
a) 245.820 requires that no more than one hour before initiating any stage ofthe high volume
horizontal hydraulicji-acturing operations, all seconda,y containment required pursuant to Section
245.825(b) must be visually inspected by the permittee or the co11tractorpe1forming the HVHHF
operations 011 behalfofthe permittee to ensure that all structures and equipment are in place and in
proper working order. The containment plan does not mention the intent to inspect the containment
in accordance with 845.820.
b) 245.825(a)(J-5) require specific requirementsfor each type oftank (hydraulicji-acturing additives,
hydraulic ji-acturingfluid, hydraulic ji-acturingflowback, and produced wate,). The application
did not identify each ofthese types of tanks as meeting the requirements o/245.825.
To resolve submit a revised Contaimnent Plan including the following:
A)A statement indicating that the secondary containment will be inspected as required by 245.820; and
B) A statement indicating that each of the types of contaimnent tank is a tank meeting the requirements of
245.825.
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6. Casing and Cementing Plan

According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(l3), Casing and Cementing Plan, the following items shall be
addressed:
A casing and cementing plan that describes the casing and cementing practices to be employed, including
the size of each string of pipe, the starting point, and depth to which each string is to be set and the extent to
which each string is to be cemented (Section l-35(b)(l4) of the Act) to be compliant with Sections 245.530,
245.560 and 245.570.
Surface casing shall be used in the construction of all wells regulated by this Part and shall be set and
cemented pursuant to the requirements of Section 245.530.
When intennediate casing is required, Intennediate casing shall be set and cemented pursuant to the
requirements of Section 245.560.
Production casing shall be used in the construction of all wells regulated by this Part and shall be set and
cemented pursuant to the requirements of Section 245.570.
Application Deficiencies
a) 245.530(b) requires that swface casing must be made ofsteel and conform to the indushy
standards set forth in the document referenced in Section 245.115(a)(2). The casing and cementing
plan does not indicate that the swface casing confonns to indust1y standards referenced in Section
245.115(a)(2).
b) 245.530(k)(2) requires that after the swface casing cement operation is completed to the swface,
the permittee shall notify the Department's District Office by phone and electronic mail to enable
an inspector to be presentfor the installation and testing ofthe blowout prevention equipment
pursuant to Section 245.550. The casing and cementing plan does not indicate that blowout
prevention equipment will be installed in the presence of an inspector or tested in the presence of
an inspector.
c) 245.570(b) requires that production casing must conform to the indust1y standards set forth in the
document referenced in Section 245.] 15(a)(2). Additionally, the use of production casing in the
well construction must be in a manner consistent with the indushy standards set forth in the
document referenced in Section 245.115 (a)(2). The casing and cementing plan does not indicate
that the production casing conforms to industJy standards referenced in Section 245.l l 5(a)(2).
d) 245.570(c) requires that casing thread compound must conform to and meet all manufacturing and
material requirements ofthe indust1y standards set forth in the document referenced in Section
245. 115 (a)(3) (Section 1-70(d)(2) of the Act). Additionally, the uses of casing thread compound in
the well construction must be in a manner consistent with the industJy standards set forth in the
document referenced in Section 245.115 (a)(3). The casing and cementing plan does not indicate
that the casing thread compound confonns to indust1y standards referenced in Section
245.l 15(a}(3}.
e) 245.570(e) requires that the permittee shall notify the Department's District Office by phone and
electronic mail before setting and cementing production casing to enable an inspector to be
present. The casing and cementing plan does not indicate that the Departinent's District Office will
be notified by phone and electronic mail before setting and cementing production casing to enable
an inspector to be present.
j) 245.570(f)(2) requires that in the horizontal portion ofthe well, rigid centralizers shall be used and
placed accordingly to ensure at least 80% standoff. The casing and cementing plan does not
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indicate that rigid centralizers shall be used and placed accordingly to ensure at least 80%
standojJ.
g) 245.570(j)(4) requires that all centralizers used in the vertical portion of the well must conform to
and shall meet specifications in, or equivalent to, the induslly standards setforth in the documents
referenced in Section 245.115(a)(4) through (a)(6). (Section l-70(d)(3) ofthe Act). The casing and
cementing plan does not indicate that all centralizers used in the vertical portion of the well
c011form to the induslly standards referenced in Section 245.l l 5(a)(4) through (a)(6).
h) 245.5700) requires that after the production casing cement operation is completed, the permittee
shall notifjl the Department's District Office by phone or electronic mail to enable an inspector to
be present for testing the internal mechanical integrity ofthe production casing pursuant to Section
245.540. The application suggests that the 4-112 " casing will be tested independently of the 7 ".
The requirements of 245.540(c) indicate that the production casing string, in this case comprised of
both the 7" and 4-1/2" casing, shall be tested as one unit after the 4-112" casing has been installed.
Note: This requirement in no way effects the requirement to test the 7" casing prior to installing
the 4-112" casing.
To resolve submit a revised Casing and Cementing Plan including the following:
A)A statement indicating that the surface casing confonns to industry standards referenced in Section
245. l l 5(a)(2);
B) A statement indicating that blowout prevention equipment will be installed and tested in accordance
with 245.550;
C) A statement indicating that the production casing confonns to industry standards referenced in Section
245.l 15(a)(2);
D)A statement indicating that the casing thread compound confonns to industry standards referenced in
Section 245.l 15(a)(3);
E) A statement indicating that the Department's District Office will be notified by phone and electronic
mail before setting and cementing production casing to enable an inspector to be present;
F) A statement indicating that the rigid centralizers shall be used and placed accordingly to ensure at least
80% standoff;
G)A statement indicating that all centralizers used in the vertical portion of the well conforms to industry
standards referenced in Section 245. l 15(a)(4) through (a)(6); and
H)Describing the procedure for testing of the production sting, comprised of both the 4-1/2" casing and
7" casing, once the production casing cement operation is completed.
7. Traffic Management Plan
According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(a)(15), Traffic Management Plan, the following items shall be
addressed:
A) A h·affic management plan that is developed by the applicant, identifying the impacted highway
authorities (county, township, road district system, and municipal street system, as applicable), to
identify the anticipated roads, streets, and highways that will be used (Section l-35(b)(15) of the Act)
to facilitate the well site construction, drilling operations, HVHHF operations, production, and
continued operations of the well site. The applicant shall include contact infom1ation for the
applicant's representative with knowledge of the traffic management plan and contact information for a
representative of each impacted highway authority. The applicant shall submit copies of the traffic
management plan to the impacted highway authority, when the applicant submits the application to the
Department, to provide the highway authority time to submit comments to the Department, if desired.
B) Additional hlfo1mation. Pursuant to Section 1-35(b)(20) of the Act, the applicant shall also include:
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i) a scaled map of the proposed routes, including but not limited to any access roads, that the applicant
intends to use to construct the well site or to perform HVHHF operations, production and continued
operations, for at least a IO mile radius around the well site, identifying all the different highway
jurisdictions, as well as any shuctures or property lines relevant to demonstrating compliance with
Section 245.410 and 765 ILCS 530;
ii) anticipated start and end dates for well site conshuction and drilling operations, HVHHF
operations, and other high traffic operations; and
iii) any management measures that will be used to minimize stress to local roads and/or impact on
regular traffic flow;
245.410(a) The access road to the well site must be located in accordance with access rights either
obtained by agreement with the surface landowner or pursuant to the Drilling Operations Act [765
ILCS 530] and located as far as practical from occupied shuctures, places of assembly, and property
lines of unleased property (Section 1-70(b)(1) of the Act).
245.41 0(b) The improvement, conshuction, or repair of a publicly owned highway or roadway, if
undertaken by the owner, operator, pennittee, or any other private entity, shall be perfonned using
bidding procedures outlined in the Illinois Department of Transportation rules governing local roads
and streets or applicable bidding requirements outlined in the Illinois Procurement Code [30 JLCS 500]
as though the project were publicly funded (Section 1-70(b)(4) of the Act).
245.410(c) Pennittees shall employ practices for control of fugitive dust related to their operations.
These practices shall include, but are not limited to, the use of speed restrictions, regular road
maintenance, and restriction of conshuction activity during high-wind days. Additional management
practices such as road surfacing, wind breaks and barriers, or automation of wells to reduce huck traffic
may also be required by the Department, in consultation with the Agency as the Department deems
appropriate, if technologically feasible and economically reasonable to minimize fugitive dust
emissions. (Section I-75(e)(l 0) of the Act).
245.41 0(d) Unless otherwise approved or directed by the Department, all topsoil and subsoil stripped to
facilitate the conshuction of the well pad, well site, and access roads must be stockpiled, stabilized to
prevent erosion, and remain on site. Topsoil is the uppennost layer of soil with the darkest color or the
highest content of organic matter. The topsoil shall be segregated from the subsoil. All soils shall
remain on site for use in either partial or final restoration and reclamation pursuant to Subpart J. In the
event it is anticipated that the final reclamation shall take place in excess of one year from drilling the
well, the topsoil may be disposed of in any lawful mam1er provided the permittee reclaims the site with
topsoil of similar characteristics of the topsoil removed. (Section 1-70(b)(2) of the Act).
Application Deficiencies
a) 245.21 O(a)(l 5)(A) requires the applicant shall submit copies of the traffic management plan to the
impacted highway authority, when the applicant submits the application to the Department, to
provide the highway authority time to submit comments to the Department, ifdesired. The
application did not indicate that the applicant submitted copies of the traffic management plan to
the impacted highway authority.
To resolve submit a revised Traffic Management Plan including the following:
A) A statement indicating that the applicant has submitted copies of the traffic management plan to the
impacted highway authority as required under 245.2!0(a)(l5).
8. Restoration Statement

According to 62 IAC Section 245.21 0(a)(l 8), Restoration Statement, shall include the following;
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A) A statement that the well site at which the HVHHF operation will be conducted will be restored in
compliance with 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.1181 and Section 1-95 of the Act (Section l-35(b)(l8) of the
Act).
B) Additional lnfonnation. Pursuant to Section l-35(b)(20) of the Act, the applicant shall provide:
i) Its proposed strategy for the pre-HVHHF operations plugging of previously abandoned unplugged
or insufficiently plugged wells identified in subsection (a)(7)(A). For any well bores identified in
subsection (a)(7)(A), tltis strategy shall demonstrate that the well bores are sufficiently plugged as
described in Section 245.815(b) or tl1at the well bores will be plugged pursuant to Section
245.1010;
strategy for restoration oflands used by the pennittee other than tlle well site and production
A
ii)
facility pursuant to Section 245.1020; and
iii) A strategy for the plugging of the well and the restoration ofthe well site to be in compliance with
62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.Subpart Kand Sections 245.1000 and 245.1030 oftltis Part;
Application Deficiencies
a) Specifically, 245.21O(a)(18)(A) requires a statement that the well site at which the HVHHF
operation will be conducted will be restored in compliance with 62111. Adm. Code 240.1181 and
Section 1-95 of the Act (Section l-35(b)(l8) of the Act). The application did not include this
statement.
b) Specifically, 245.210(a)(l8)(B)(ii) requires a strategyfor restoration of/ands used by the permittee
other than the well site andproductionfacility pursuant to Section 245.1020. The application did
not provide a strategy for restoration fully addressing the requirements o/245.1020.
c) Specifically, 245.21 O(a)(J 8)(B)(iii) requires a strategy for the plugging of the well and the
restoration ofthe well site to be in compliance with 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.Subpart Kand Sections
245.1000 and 245.1030. The application did not provide a strategy for restorationfully addressing
the requirements of 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.Subpart Kand Sections 245.1000 and 245.1030.
To resolve submit a revised Restoration Statement including the following:
A) A statement indicating that the well site at which the HVHHF operation will be conducted will be
restored in compliance with 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.1181 and Section 1-95 of the Act (Section l35(b)(l8) of the Act);
B) Provide a strategy for restoration oflands used by the pennittee oilier than the well site and
production facility that addresses all the requirements of245.1020;.and
C) Provide a strategy for restoration oflands used by the pennittee other than the well site and
production facility that addresses all the requirements of245.1020.
9. Topsoil Preservation
According to 62 lAC Section 245.210(b)(2), topsoil preservation, shall include the following;
A strategy for compliance with the requirement to preserve topsoil as required by Section 245.410;
245.410(a) The access road to the well site must be located in accordance with access rights either
obtained by agreement with the surface landowner or pursuant to the DriJling Operations Act [765
ILCS 530] and located as far as practical from occupied structures, places of assembly, and property
lines ofunleased property (Section l-70(b)(l) ofthe Act).
245.41 0(b) The improvement, construction, or repair of a publicly owned highway or roadway, if
undertaken by the owner, operator, permittee, or any other private entity, shall be perfonned using
bidding procedures outlined in the Illinois Department of Transportation rules governing local roads
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and streets or applicable bidding requirements outlined in the Illinois Procurement Code [30 ILCS 500]
as though the project were publicly funded (Section l-70(b)(4) of the Act).
245.410(c) Pennittees shall employ practices for contt·ol of fugitive dust related to their operations.
These practices shall include, but are not limited to, the use of speed restrictions, regular road
maintenance, and restriction of construction activity during high-wind days. Additional management
practices such as road snrfacing, wind breaks and barriers, or automation of wells to reduce truck traffic
may also be required by the Deparhnent, in consnltation with the Agency as the Department deems
approptiate, if technologically feasible and economically reasonable to minimize fugitive dust
emissions. (Section 1-75(e)(IO) of the Act).
245.410(d) Unless otherwise approved or directed by the Deparhnent, all topsoil and subsoil stripped to
facilitate the construction of the well pad, well site, and access roads must be stockpiled, stabilized to
prevent erosion, and remain on site. Topsoil is the uppennost layer of soil with the darkest color or the
highest content of organic matter. The topsoil shall be segregated from the subsoil. All soils shall
remain on site for use in either partial or final restoration and reclamation pursuant to Subpart J. In the
event it is anticipated that the final reclamation shall take place in excess of one year from dtilling the
well, the topsoil may be disposed of in any lawful manner provided the permittee reclaims the site with
topsoil of similar charactetistics of the topsoil removed. (Section 1-70(b)(2) of the Act).
Application Deficiencies
a) Specifically, 245.4J0(d) requires that unless othenvise approved or directed by the Department, all
topsoil and subsoil stripped tofacilitate the construction ofthe well pad, well site, and access roads
must be stockpiled, stabilized to prevent erosion, and remain on site. Topsoil is the uppermost layer
ofsoil with the darkest color or the highest content oforganic matter. The topsoil shall be
segregatedfiwn the subsoil. All soils shall remain on site for use in either partial or final restoration
and reclamation pursuant to Subpart J. In the event it is anticipated that the final reclamation shall
take place in excess ofone yearfl-om drilling the well, the topsoil may be disposed ofin any lawful
manner provided the permittee reclaims the site with topsoil ofsimilar characteristics ofthe topsoil
removed. (Section l-70(b)(2) ofthe Act). The application did not include a statement indicating that
all soil will remain on site for use in either partial orfinal restoration and reclamation pursuant to
Subpart J.
To resolve submit a revised Topsoil Preservation fonn including the following:
A) A statement indicating that the well site at which the HVHHF operation will be conducted will be
restored in compliance with 62 Ill. Adm. Code 240.118 I and Section 1-95 of the Act (Section l35(b)(l 8) of the Act).
10. Bonds or Other Collateral Securities
According to 62 IAC Section 245.210(£), application shall be accompanied by a bond or equivalent financial
instrument as required by Section 245.220(a).
62 !AC Section 245.220:
a) No person shall be allowed to construct, dtill, operate, perform HVHHF operations, or produce from a
well for which a permit is necessary under this Part if that well is not covered and protected by a bond or
other collateral securities as required by this Section.
b) All applicants for a permit under this Part, and persons requesting pennit transfers, shall provide a bond
at the time of filing an application for permit pursuant to Section 245 .210 or at the time of filing a
request for transfer of pennit pursuant to Section 245.340. The bond shall be in the amount of $50,000
perpennit or a blanket bond of$500,000 for all permits. (Section l-65(a) of the Act) All bonds must
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meet the following requirements during the pennit application process and through the entire tenn of an
issued pennit until the bond is released as provided by subsection (d):
1) Bonds shall be signed by the pennittee as principal and by a good and sufficient corporate surety
legally authorized to transact business as a surety in Illinois.
2) Each bond shall provide that the bond shall not be cancelled by the surety without at least 90 days'
notice to the Department. Notice shall be served upon the Department in writing by registered or
certified mail to the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Attention: Office of Oil and Gas
Resource Management, One Natnral Resources Way, Springfield IL 62702.
3) Within the 90-day notice period and before the bond is cancelled the pennittee shall deliver to the
Deparhnent a replacement bond. If the replacement bond is not delivered, all activities covered by the
bond shall cease at the expiration of the 90-day notice period.
4) If the authority to transact business in Illinois of any surety upon which a bond is filed with the
Deparh11ent is suspended or revoked, the pennittee, within 30 days after receiving notice of the
suspension/revocation, shall notify the Department and shall make substitution by providing a bond
or other security as required by this Section. Upon the failure of the pennittee to make the
substitntion of bond or other security, all activities covered by the bond shall cease until substitntion
has been made.
c) In lieu of a bond, other collateral securities such as cash, certificates of deposit, or irrevocable letters of
credit under the following tenns and conditions may be provided by a pennittee (Section l-65(a) of the
Act):
I) Cash: Cash shall be placed in the Deparhnent's possession.
2) Certificates of Deposit
A) Certificates of deposit shall be payable to the pennittee and assigned to the Department, both in
writing submitted to the Department and upon the records of the bank issuing the certificates. If
assigned, the Deparhnent will require the banks issuing these certificates to waive all rights of
setoff or liens against the certificates.
B) The Department will not accept an individual certificate of deposit in an amount in excess of the
maximum insurable amount detennined by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
C) Any interest accruing on a certificate of deposit shall be for the benefit of the pennittee except that
accrued interest shall first be applied to any prepayment penalty when a certificate of deposit is
forfeited by the Deparhnent.
D) The certificate of deposit, if a negotiable instrument, shall be placed in the Department's possession.
If the certificate of deposit is not a negotiable instrument, a withdrawal receipt, endorsed by the
pennittee, shall be placed in the Deparhnent's possession.
3) Letters of Credit
A) The letter may only be issued by a bank organized or authorized to do business in the United States
(issuing bank). If the issuing bank does not have an office for collection in Illinois, there shall be a
confinning bank designated that is authorized to accept, negotiate and pay the letter upon
presentment in Illinois.
B) Letters of credit shall be irrevocable during their terms. A letter of credit shall be forfeited and shall
be collected by the Department if not replaced by other suitable bond or other collateral securities at
least 30 days before its expiration date.
C) The letter of credit shall be payable to the Department upon demand, in part or in full, upon receipt
from the Department of a notice of forfeiture issued in accordance with subsection (e).
D) The Department will not accept a letter of credit in excess of 10% of the issuing bank's total capital
and surplus accounts, as certified by the President of the bank providing the letter of credit and as
evidenced by the most recent quarterly Call Report provided to the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.
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E) The letter of credit shall provide on its face that the Department, its lawful assigns, or the attorneys
for the Department or its assigns may sue, waive notice and process, appear on behalf of, and
confess judgment against the issuing bank (and any confirming bank) in the event that the letter of
credit is dishonored. The letter of credit shall be deemed to be made in Sangamon County, Illinois,
for the purpose of enforcement and any actions thereon shall be enforceable in the Courts of
Illinois, and shall be construed under Illinois law.
d) The bond or other collateral securities shall remain in force until the well is plugged, abandoned and
restored, or transferred. Upon plugging, abandoning and restoring, or transferring a well to the
satisfaction of the Department and in accordance with the Illinois Oil and Gas Act, the bond or other
collateral securities shall be promptly released by the Department. Upon the release by the Deparhnent
of the bond or other collateral securities, any cash or collateral securities deposited shall be returned by
the Deparhnent to the applicant or pennittee who deposited it. (Section l-65(b) of the Act)
e) If, after notice and the opportunity for hearing, the Department detennines that any of the requirements
of the Act or this Part or the orders of the Department have not been complied with within the time limit
set by any notice of violation issued thereunder, the pennittee's bond or other collateral securities shall
be subject to forfeiture pursuant to the following procedure (Section 1-65( c) of the Act):
1) A pennittee's failure to comply with the Deparhnent's order finding a violation of the Act or tl1is Part
constitutes grounds for bond forfeiture.
2) The Department will send written notification by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the
pennittee and the surety on the bond, if any, infonning them of the dete1mination to forfeit the bond
pursuant to subsection (e)(l).
3) The Department may allow a surety to correct tl1e violation if the surety can demonstrate an ability to
complete the corrective work in accordance with the requirements oftl1e Act and this Part. No surety
liability shall be released until the successful correction of the violation ordered by the Department.
4) In the event forfeiture of the bond or other collateral securities is warranted by subsection (e)(J), the
Deparhnent will afford the pennittee the right to a hearing, if the hearing is requested in writing by
the pennittee within 3 0 days after the bond forfeiture notification is received in accordance with
subsection (e)(2). If the pennittee does not request a hearing within the 30-day period, the
detennination to forfeit the bond shall be a final administrative decision. If a hearing is requested by
tl1e pennittee, the hearing shall be scheduled within 30 days after the receipt of the request for
hearing, and shall be conducted by a Hearing Officer.
5) At the bond forfeiture hearing, the Deparhnent will present evidence and has the burden of proof to
support its detennination to forfeit the bond under subsection (e)(l). The pennittee may present
evidence contesting the Department's detennination. The Hearing Officer may administer oaths and
affinnations, subpoena witnesses and written or printed materials, compel attendance of witnesses or
production of those materials, compel discovery, and take evidence.
6) Within 30 days after the close of the record for the bond forfeiture hearing, the Hearing Officer shall
issue reco1mnended findings of fact, recommended conclusions of law and recommendations as to the
disposition of the case.
7) The Director or his or her designee shall review the administrative record in a contested case, in
conjunction with the Hearing Officer's recommended findings of fact, reco1mnended conclusions of
law and recommendations as to the disposition of the case. The Director or designee, shall then issue
the Department's final administrative decision affirming, vacating or modifYing the Hearing Officer's
decision.
8) In no way will payment under this bond exceed the aggregate administrative penalty as specified in
the Notice of Violation or Director's Decision. (Section l-65(c) of the Act)
9) Forfeiture under this subsection (e) shall not limit any duty of the permittee to mitigate or remediate
hanns or foreclose enforcement by the Department or the Agency. (Section l-65(c) of the Act)
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f) When any bond or other collateral security is forfeited under the provisions of the Act or this Part, the
Department shall collect the forfeiture without delay. The surety shall have 30 days to submit payment
for the bond after receipt of notice by the pennittee or the Department of the forfeiture. (Section l-65(d)
of the Act)
g) If the pennittee's bond is subject to forfeiture and used for anything other than plugging and restoration
of the well and well site, the pennittee shall have 30 days from the date of the Department's
detennination to forfeit the bond to replace the bond. Failure to replace the bond within this time shall
result in the immediate cessation of activities covered by the bond and pennit.
h) All forfeitures shall be deposited in the Mines and Minerals Regulatory Fund to be used, as necessary, to
mitigate or remediate violations of the Act or this Part. (Section 1-65(e) of the Act)
Application Deficiencies
a) Specifically, 245.220(c)(2)(a) requires that certificates ofdeposit shall be payable to the permittee
and assigned to the Department, both in writing submitted to the Department and upon the records
ofthe bank issuing the certificates. Ifassigned, the Department will require the banks issuing these
certificates to waive all rights ofsetoff or liens against the certificates.
b) Specifically, 245.220(c)(2)(d) requires that the certificate ofdeposit, ifa negotiable instrument, shall
be placed in the Department's possession. Ifthe certificate ofdeposit is not a negotiable instrument,
a withdrawal receipt, endorsed by the permittee, shall be placed in the Department's possession.
The original certificate ofdeposit or withdrawal receipt was not submitted to the Department.
To resolve submit a revised Bond Municipal Consent Registration form including the following:
A) Provide in writing and upon the records of the bank issuing the certificate(s) of deposit, a
certificate(s) of deposit payable to Woolsey Operating Company, LLC and an assignment(s) to the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management. This/these
assignment(s) must also include in writing that the issuing bank waives all rights of setoff or liens
against the certificate(s) of deposit. Note: Do not utilize the Financial Security Instrument (Bond)
Certificate of Deposit or Assigmnent of Certificate of Deposit fonns provided by the Department for
conventional pennitting purposes.
B) Provide the Original certificate(s) of deposit or withdrawal receipt(s) to the Department.
Please submit all responses and inquiries to Doug Shutt vial mail or email at the following address:
Doug Shutt
RE: 6/5/2017 Deficiency Letter for HVHHF-000001
Office of Oil and Gas Resource Management
One Natural Resources Way
Sp1ingfield, Illinois 62702
217-782-7756
Doug.Shutt@illinois.gov
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